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ABSTRACT

A Study of Gordon Klopf
Bank Street Distinguished Specialist
in Leadership Development
by Fredda Pravitz

A study is made of Gordon J . Kl op f,

t he educator, foct1sing on

the years that he has been at Bank Street.

His a pproach,

method and style of working with adult learners are examined,
from the time he left Teacher's College in the 1960's to come
to work at Eank Street .

The role that he has played in

developing various programs is discussed as well as the effe ct
that his teaching has had en the personal a!1d professional
development of educational staff at all levels.

;;.. p1·ofes -

sional biographical statement is included as an appendix .

I would like to express my appreciation for the time
and thoughts so willingly shared and for the support received
from Kevin Bre11nan, Lodema Burrow s, Richard Feldman, Elizabeth
Gilkeson, Gordon Klopf, Joan Ha1:rison, Es ther Rosenfeld
Deborah Stone and Bhakti Ziek.

INTRODUCTION
Although Gordon Klopf is well - known at Bank Street
and beyond,

I will describe briefly his position at Bank

Street, and in the educational community of wh ich he has been
an active part.

This is, in fact,

a nearly i mpossib l e task ,

for the breadth and d ep t h of his educational interactions
ca nnot be portrayed co ncisel y on pape r.

His involvement is

and has been constant in its wide - r anging scope and energy .
He has working input a t many le\·els, facilitates many diverse
aspe cts of the learn ing process for adults and has a knowledge
of educational settings and institutions that reaches to the
core of their functioning .

His in te rest seems always to be in

creating an atmosphere for c hange .
As a result of this interest a nd of his skill and
high rate of success, he has had a most construc ti ve p ositive
and profound e f fect on a vast \·ariety of i nd i v idu als and
settings, and they,

i n turn, have effected change o n othe r s.

And so it goes , the ripple effect and i mpact that t his man is
ab le to create .

For all of this, he is n ot, o f course,

without weakne ss or s truggle.
pro fes sionally complex .

He is both personally and

These complex ities and struggl es

enhance his insigl1t, his teaching .

Gordon's role in the

change pr ocess is not limited to a ny one sphere - - change
evolves, is developed in a totally dynamic way , encompassing

aspects of program development, team and group development,
personal adult development, staff and leadership development
-- growth and the building of learning of every vari ety.

Gordon is a strikingly handsome and distinguished looking man in his sixties .
beautiful things.

He is an elegant person who likes

His great interest in art and beauty is

evident in both his home and work environments, as is his
interest in and involvement with people .

Everywhere there are

pictures of Gordon wi th students, col l eagues, family and
associates .

And everywhere are lovely items connected with

places he has been and the people in those places.

His love

of books and literature is also reflected at home and work .
Reading material abounds.

He is a man of broad cultural

interests .
.-\lways, he is communicating these interests and
loves through his environments, his writin g, his la nguage .
Perusing professional pieces Gordon has wri t ten, his studies,
his speeches, one is likely to find a qu o tati o n from literature or from some public fi gure .

~his e xpansivene ss

irnbedding his subject i11 broader historical and philosophical
contexts -- is typical of what Gordo n brings to all he teaches
and expounds.

His abidi~g commitment is to the greater

picture, ever forward thinking anci moving .
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I had attended Bank Street before, in the mid -seventies, shortly after I had moved from the field of commercial
art to that o f teacl1ing emotionally disturbed children .

At

that time I wanted to acquire teach ing ski l ls .
Now, ten years la t er, at thirty- six,

I came to Bank

Street again, at another trans ition point in my life.
I was ready for some change .
to do so,

Again,

Somehow, without e v er planning

I had been teacl1ing element ary school special

education stude nts for eleven years, mos t l y in a New York City
public school on the Lower East Side .

Very g r adually some

recognition and some opp ortun ities had come my way .

Sho r t ly

before I re - approached Bank Street some major changes had
occurred in my personal life.

I had recent ly separated from

long - established bends a nd had lo st my h ome of fourteen years .
I felt a need to focus my energies on somethi ng different and
to ta ke a risk of beginning something new.
forethought er conscious decision,

\-,'i thout

much

I knew I was , at la st,

going to begin this f,iaste:::' s Degree somewhe1·e .

I call ed every

college in t his city that offered an admin i strative degree .
came to Bank Street' s Open House, met Gordon, and l a te r came
to write thi s study .

The process of completing this Master ' s

Degree represents much more to me t han a crede n t i al .

The

experience I' ve had over the past two years i s far beyond the
sum total of the courses I 've taken .
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I

To separate the degree from the experience in
which Go r don has played such a major role is impossible.

I

don't feel at this point that I have sufficient distance from
this profound experience to clearly define its components:
is still too new .

it

I do know that I have been to a number of

graduate schools and that getting this particular Master's
Degree has been much beyond an academic exercise and of a
totally different qua l ity than other graduate schools .

It has

been a life focus for the past two years that has involved a
powerful and dramat i c shift, some before and much during, in
my own development .

It has provided me with a family of

colleagues, an on - going benefit directly attributable to
Gordon:

people in my field - work group, which terminated

officially a year ago, who continue to meet to support each
other's moves and change s .

All of this is Gordon .

b e come a prominent figure i n eac h of our lives.

He has

Each of us

has come to hold him in high esteem, to respect h im , to
understand h is needs and to accept all, as he does wi th us.
We are attached in a multitude of way s.

About a year ago, ou r field - wo1·k group, advised by
Gordon, was spending the day and evening having a working cum
lunch and dinner session at Gordon's home in Eas t Hampton.
Kevin Brennan, the Director of the Hampton Day School in
Bridgehampton and an e x - student of Gordon's, had come to speak
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to us for a little while about the school and his own role
there.

Later, we rode over to see it.

We had piled into

Gordon's car and were feeling ful l -- a glorious day in a
beautiful place,
trust,

surrounded by people we had each come to

rely on for support,

respect and enjoy.

All of

this -- the visit, the sense of closeness and support -- had
been carefully and thoughtfully orchestrated by Gordon .
In the car that day,
do a book about Gordon.

I flippantly suggested that we

Months later,

I considered the idea

more seriously and decided to crea te a kind of oral history,
using interviews with othe1·s who had been deeply affected by
him.
The people interviewed ~1cffe known a nd worked closely
with Gordon Klopf over an extended peri od of time -- some for
several years,

some for t "lventy or more -- and h ave functioned

with him in a variety of r o le s .

They are all people who have,

in some way, been associated with Bank Street .

So,

although I

have talked wi t h Gorden hims elf at some length about l1is own
earlier life, background factors,

i nfluences , hoping t o better

understand the impetus and to discove r the threads that have
led to making U:e fab ri c of his c,n-i-ent li fe,

the o ther

inte rviews ha\·e focused o n his coming to Bank Street from
Teacher's College and the years since .
The interviewees were chosen by me in consultation
with Gordon.

I wanted to speak with people who had interacted
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with him in depth and in different capacities, different
situations and different relationships over a span of time .
Although all of them are what might be termed "professional
relationships," the quality and character of the interaction
in each case goes far deeper than that.

It was my hope that

this range would provide a rather complete scope of his style
and methods of working.

The mo re I talked with and listened

to these people, the more names and conne c tions emerged and
proliferated -- tempting me to expand and p1:obe -- a tree
sprouting new twigs every second .

Some information is factual

and historica l , much is sub j ective feeling, opinion and
perception.

Statements made were e x pressed with strength a nd

conviction and were unequivocating.

Though these people are

vast ly diverse in temperament, personality, age, position and
relati onship to Go rdon, amazingly , there have been few contra dicti on s in ove 1·all perceptions aoout his style, v.·ork and
acc o mplishments.

Although this ma n's character and personality

are riddled with parad oxes, contradict i o ns and cor:1plexi ties,
response s to and about him have been overwl1elmingly consistent.
I have encountered \·e::.:y few d iffere nce s of opinion reg arding
the man's style, methods,

strengths, contributions a nd weak -

nesses .
The six people I interviewed have shifted from
one type of professional i nvo lvement and role with Gordon to
another over a period of years.
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Often and to varying extents,

this role and position shift has been directly or indirectly
guided and engineered by Gordon himself.
fact,

The six were, in

s elected partially because they had interacted with

him in several capacities.

For i nstance, four of the people

with whom I spoke were former students of Gordon's and are now
collaborators and/ or colleagues either at Bank Street or
elsewhere.

The results of his own mission -- to foster

positive change and develop good educational leaders -- keeps
the state of h is own professional relationships in constant
flux.

Althou g h I approached each subject with a list
of prepared questions,

in only one o r two instances d id I

actually ask these di rect, prepared q ues tions.

Most often,

people were eager to begin talking spontaneously about Gordon
and,

in a sho rt time, h ad answered a ll of the questions on my

list and gone on to much, much more .

Several people volun -

teered the observation that it felt good to talk abou t
Gordon and the role he has played in their li ves .

All are

extremely busy people who each willingly devoted a sub s tantial
amount of time, invested careful thought and consideration to
the interview, above and beyond the time frame I had proposed
when the interview was first arranged.

The sense I had from

each person wa s that this meeting and discus sion was important
to them.

I had the distinct impression that people were glad
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to have the opportunity to explore, p ossibl y begin to sort out
and give voice to the complexity of their interaction with
Gordon and to discuss the impact that t hat relationship has
had on them and on their lives, both professionally and
personally .

Wherever possible,

words stand by themselves .

I intend to let these people ' s

They a re impressive .

This project has had a similar personal importance
in my own developme~t.

In the Spring of 1983, when I attended

that Open House for pro spec tive students at Bank Street, I
expe ri enced for the fir s t time the role that Gordon was to
play as an agent of change in my life .

By t-he time I left

Bank Street that eveni11g, after speaking with Gordon for onl y
a short pe r iod of ~ime,

I was r egistered for a June course in

Adult Development .
Gordon is a recruiter extraordinaire, but he seems
to have a nose for pe0ple wl10 are on the b1:i nk of change .
They may come to him with vague or 11ot - yet formed aspirations,
goals, noti ons, a sti1-ri ng of i,·a.n ti ng to change and move
ahead, but it is of ten Go r don \,·ho s eizes upon these quiet
rumblings and begi ns to assist in the c hange process.
My task now is to attempt to define the nature cf his role in

this proc ess, to discover h ow he c rea tes an atmosphere for
this change.
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The interviews were tape-recorded and lasted from
one to three hours each.

In addition to the tapes,

n otes during each interview.

At home,

I took

I listened to each tape

several times over and took more notes .

I wrote down d irect

quotations and finally made lists of the qualities that people
had described, noting where they agreed.

Finally, I clustered

these characteristics, hoping to create, using people's words ,
a composite picture of a powerful and complex figure.
Clearly,

the themes overlap.

in my mind, what Gordon tries to teach.
cut lines:

And this exemplifies,
There are no clear -

people and t he ir profess ions do not simply begin

and end when they wal k in to the worl.;:place.

Who we are , what

we do, is a comple x mi x.
I came away f rem each i nten·i e\, feeling immensely
moved , overwhelmed by feeling -- my own and that which each
person had conveyed.
This was a two - par t process :

fi 1·st, what \,e 1:e the

fact ors in Gordo 11's own life that either enabled or impelled
him to do what he ha s done and then, how have others perceived
what he does.
In addit i on,

I spo ke with Gordon on several occa -

sions and f or several hours about h is growing up and life
pri o r to Bank Street.

It seemed impo rtant to have background

information on which to make connections, find threads that
might be foundati ons for wh at Gordo n is and does today .

He is

cons t antly producing, having inpttt into people and programs.
I wanted to examine the roots of what might have, in turn,
impelled him .

Fi rst mee ting s with Gordon usually reveal much about
his style.
i t, " or,

Repe atedly,

I heard people say,

"i t happened \·er y fast ."

" and before I knew

So, it seems only natural

to introduce people he1:e by describing their first encounters
with Gordon Klopf.
Describing the pe o ple I interviewed in a short spac e
does not even begin to te 11 v,hc they are and what they have
done. Eacl1 is so much mo re, of course, than the list of their
titles .

Through these i :1te n ·iev.; s,

might have drawn Gordon to them.

I fe l t that I glimpsed what
Each had a unique eloquence

and style of speech, an honesty and clarity of thought.
Elizabeth Gilkeson is Distinguished Specialist
in Human Development Emeri t a at Bank Street, a t itle bro a d
enough to encompa ss her contributions .

Formerly, she was

Head of Children' s P::ogi-.?.ms, Di rec tor o f the Ea::.: l y Chi ldhood
Center and Chairman of t~1e Guidance Program at Bank Street.
Pr io r to coming to Bank Street, she wa s Fottnding Directe r of
the Poughkeepsie Day School and a membe 1: of the Vassar Chi ld
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Study Dep1rtment.

She is responsible for recommending Gordon

to John Niemeyer, then President of the College, while Gordon
was still working in the Guidance Department at Teacher's
College.
Although Elizabeth Gilkeson is described by Gordon
as his mentor, she has been his colleague, his co - worker.
The feeling they convey is that each is the person the
other can rely o n to keep their intellectual and creative
juices flowing freely,

to consult with no matter how the

formal structure of their respective positions changes.
Through all the shifts a strong th read has been maintained;
the quality of the relationsh ip has endured.

Their rela-

tionship has been extremely close for over twenty years .

\'ihen

I sugges t ed to Gordon that he and f\lrs. Gi lkeso n shared a
like - mindedness, he was quick to amend that to a "congruentmindness."
Lodema (Lucy) Burrows has recent ly become Dean of
She has worked at Bank

Graduate Programs at Bank Street .
Street for close to twenty years

i11

a variety of positions.

Prior to coming to work at Bank Street, she had been teaching
at P . S. 1, on the Lower East Side, for several years .

She

relates this story \,·hich, she says, Gordon li kes to tell :
The Ford Foundation was doing a study of exemplary
teachers of disadvantaged children and they got to my
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principal and my principal suggested that they check me
out .

I was picked as one of 50 in the country who got to

be interviewed for the study they were doing .. ..
I guess I'd had my interview already fo r the study.
and Gordon said " Oh .. . maybe she could come and talk
with some people who were doing something here at Bank
Street."

I came and did a session here as a talk in

one of the Institutes.
When I asked her if Gordon h ad asked her to come " sight
unseen'' she replied th at "I assumed Gordon h ad checked me out
in some way although , knowing how Gordon operates, he just
might have dec i ded to take a chance."
In that first convers<".t io:1 he said something about how ' d
I get t o be a teacher.

I sa i d I wasn't a teacher, I was

a \,Titer fi r st and got in to teaching because I wa s
interested in kids and I wanted to teach also .
his eyes really perked t:p b e cause

~,e

Then

was definitely

looking for an editor - writer on this research project, so
then the wh ole thing happened \·ery fast and to my everla sting pleasu1·e that it did because it just really
changed the direction of my whole professional life .
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The project, of which Gordon was the Director, was
an NDEA study called Project Aware.

The published product of

that study was a book called Teacher Education in a Social
Context by Gordon J. Klopf and Carda W. Bowman (July 1966).
In the preface Gordon cites "Lodema Burrows, the author of
Chapter Two on the historical approach" as being "essential to
the whole operation."

And again,

in the December 1968 publi-

cation New Careers and Roles in the American School, Lucy has
written one of the reports.

Lucy says,

"I thought, oh,

I'l l

just do this and then go back to teaching."
Lucy describes that first working relationship:

the

NDEA study on tra i ning of teachers of disadvantaged children
and youth .
I had come to Bank Street because of that .

Gordon

wanted me to come, thinking I might be helpful as
the design for the research study was being made and
also because he knew I could wr ite .

He suggested I

do some research wh ich ended up as a chapt er in a
book.

It was the first time anyone had ever asked

me to write a chapte::: in a book ... , which tremendously impressed me .
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Richard (Dick) Feldman is now Project Directo r for
Follow Through.

He remembers his meeting with Gordon in 1966 .

At the time, Dick's wi fe Matt i was administrative assistant to
Mrs . Gilkeson, who was then Head of the Early Childhood Center
at ,!2nd Street.

Later, Dick and Matti were students of both

Gordon Klopf and Mrs. Gilkeson in the Guidance Masters Program.
One weekend - -

I was still finishing my undergraduate

work -- Gordon came in one morning and said to
me,
"Oh, you're Matti's husband.

Have you ever written

a propo sal?"

"No,

I haven' t

"Do you want

e'\·er written a proposal."

to try one? "

" I have papers to do."
"This i s more e x citing . "
Th a t ' s when I began to de,:elop a 1-· e lati onshi p with
him .
Shortly thereafter, Gordon became Chairman of the
Nati o n al Advisory Committee of Follow Thro ugh.

He got a grant

to prov ide training fo::: t l1e initial staff of all new projects.
Dick worked full -time d uring that summer to set up and conduct
a conference held at Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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He worked

as Gordon ' s assistant that summer on the Follow Through
Conference and then began working more and more closely with
Gordon and Mrs . Gilkeson.
Kev in Brennan, Joan Harrison and Esther Rosenfeld
were all at one time enrolled in Supervision and Administration courses at Bank Street and were students and participants
in Gordon's classes in the 19 7 0's and 1980's.

All n ow hold

leadership positions at their respective educational settings .
Kevin, as noted, is entering his third year as Director of
the Hampton Day School in Bridgehampton, Long Island.

A young

man who l1as an especially close professional and personal
relationship wi th Go rdon whi c h has developed over the past 12
years, Kevin (who differs in this respe ct from most of the
other student interviewees) says he had set his goal quite
early .

"I wanted to be a p!:incipal, no doubt about that."

i\ s

he puts it, " I knew that ... al 1 I wou l d ha\'e to do was grow
older and get in the ri g ht political situation to do that ."
Kevin had taught in the New York City Public Schools, and had
secured a teacher coordinator headship pos it ion at an alterna tive juni o r high in Manhattan bef o re assum i ng tl1e Directorship
at Hampton Day School.
Joan Harrison is currently Associate Dean of Studies
at Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville and Esther Rosenfe ld
is the Director o f the Central Park East 2 School,

an alterna-

tive elementary mini - school in District 4 in Manhattan.
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When Kevin first met Gordon, Kevin was a Head Teacher
at an experimental mini - school in the Bronx .

The princ i pal of

the school at that time, Walter Edge, was a member of the
Chase Project at Bank Street, which Gordon had organized, and
for which he had obtained funding.

The purpose was to work

with principals in a group situation on staff development
techniques .

So that was my introduction to Bank Street.

The princi -

pal spoke very highly of Gordon and of Bank Street
and not only did he speak very highly of him, but I saw
him doing things that I wanted to do and exhibiting
philosophies tha t

I wanted to espouse myself,

such as the

use of sensitivity games as part of the group building
process.

I was interested in those techniques.

As pa;_·t of that Chase Project another course was
given for administrator s other than the principal s of the
Chase P r oject's schools , and Gordon was the instructor.
recall him walking into the room as we were set to begin,
which was Room 713 ... and his sitting down and presenting
some picture of wh c>. t he intended fo1· the course to be.
He asked the group of about twelve,

11

\·Jhat do you think of

that ? '' and the fellow directly across from me -- I guess
I was sitting on Gordon's right at the head of the tab le,
and Go rdon was at the head and th is other fellow on his
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I

left -- said , "Well,
way,

I think you should do it another

I don't think that would be wise at a ll."

He really

gave the totally opposing viewpoint of the profes so r's
proposed outline and I took exception t o that myself, to
this fellow's criticism of Gordon ' s outline because I
found the outline quite good and interesting and just
what I was after and I jumped immediately to .. ..

Gordon,

as he often does, would sit and s or t of bareface d just
accept t he crit i c i sm of the group and I sort of became
his sword,

in a sense, but by my own volition, thus the

ob jector \,·as shot down and we continued on with what was
a very relevant cou r se .

So that's how I met Go rdon .

What struck me as distinctive about Kevin's initial
contac t with Gordon was t hat Kevin came to Gordon l ooki ng for
something very specific.

He al ready had a clear professiona l

goal and l1e seemed quite definite about how he was going to
develop into it .
Joan Ha c.· i son had a les s wel l - defined sense of what
she was after .

She d id k now, though , that she d efinitely

didn I t want to be in a cieg1·ee p1·ogram.

or

1

"One weekend in 19 76

77" she says, w!1 i le he1· husband was away in Eu ro pe,

was my birthday or something I wanted to celeb2.·ate."

11

it

She

decided to s ig n up fo r a workshop on Mid - Life Cr i s is a t Bank
Street.

She wa s in her ea r l y to mid- forties and had recently
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gotten a job at Sarah Lawrence based on her academic credentials.

Someone at Bank Street said to her,

ha\·e a couple of degree s,

" Oh , you already

you should see Gordon Klopf."

"We got into this conversation and at the end of
the conversation I was somehow in a master ' s program and
that's typical of Gordon. "

Gordon said that she should get

into the Supervision and Administration Program and told her
that there was a field - work seminar starting up in New
Roc helle for the January term.

-.Toan says,

There wa s a gifted teacher named Ellie Bromberg leading
the seminar .

Also typical of Go r don , he saw immediately

that (1) he wanted to fi ll the course (there were only
t\,·o students in the cou1·se at first) and (2) he sa\,' tha t
the geography was right and the personalities were r ight.
It wa s a dynami te semi nar.
to do.

It was just the right thing

It just always struck me as amusing that it was

the last thing in the world th2.t I was think ing of when I
shov;ed up

to

sign - up for my mid-life c1: is is seminar.

So begins the "Klopf Effect."

Repeatedly ¼·h at

emerges as typical is the intuition or insight into people
and their need s, the almost uncanny ability to make " good
fits" and, cer tainl y, the skill to persuade people to do wha t
he sees will become right for them .
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Esther Rosenfeld talks about the "ripple effect he
has on people ."

at

P.S . 75 .

She had known Kevin when they worked together

The principal of that school, Lou Mercado, had

also been a member of the Chase Project (in 1973) and had once
brought t h e Chase Project members to the school for a cocktail
party .

School staff and Chase Project members met .

Es t her's

conversation with Gordo n seems to have been rather casual,
but she says that Gordon said to her at the time that she
"I never forgot that ."

ought to be at Bank Street.

And so,

at the beginning of l':180, •,; hen Esther. felt the need to reach
out and have a new experience,

"perhaps to go back to school"

she asked Kevin, who by that time was working closely with
Gordon, to introduce he1: to Gordon again.

Kevin to l d Esther

that he thought Gordon would be able to help her dec i de on
what she wanted to do .

Afte1: a half hour mee ti ng, he took her

to the registrar, as is his won t,

and she enrolled as a non -

matriculated student in Gordon's Staff Development course .
In retrospect and i?1 and of t~emselves,
meeting anecdotes are somewhat casual and amusi ng .

these first
Yet the

enormous reverberating effect and impact tl1at these initial
encounte r s represent are far from jokes .

On the contrary, for

some it is the absolute beginning of taking themselves seri ously as professiona l s .

The experiences provoked by Gordon

have t h e sense of an odyssey .
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IDEAS, PROGRAM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The pe opl e who are long- time Bank Street affiliates,
Mrs. Gilkeson, Di c k Feldman and Lucy Burrows,

spoke enthusi -

astically and with great conviction about Gordon's role in all
aspects of program planning and deve lopment, especially in
relation to the late 1960's and early 1970 ' s .

At that time,

there were a multitude of government funding opportunities for
educators with good ideas and resourcefulness.

Bank Street

took full advantage.
"It is hard to picture the level of activity that
Bank Street was filled witl1 in sixty- seven through sixty nine ... with a very sma l l

staff .

There was Gord on and there

was Ibby [ as Mrs . Gilkeson is called by those close to her)
and there was Jack Niemeyer and a few other people who were
running tremendous programs," rec alls Dick Feldman .
were a lo t

"There

of diffe1·ent things that happened al l at o nce."
As Mrs. Gilkeson paused to com~ent aft e r hav i ng

described a number of designs, and capturing ,

I thou ght,

some

of the feeling and flavor of wha t was being done at Bank
Street,

"We were groi,.:ing s o fast ... " and Gordon was an int e -

gral part of that g r ow~h .
Gordon came to 3ank Street initially to work with
Mrs. Gilkeson on guidance programs (mos t
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important, on

obtaining state certification for elementary school guidance
counselors).

Together,

they set up guidance institutes,

co - chairing and co - teaching .

Newly arrived from Teacher's

College, he worked with others, developing programs and
training for staff who would be working with children.

Always

he was using his own background and own trai ning and adapting, e x panding to meet each new group's needs.
Then Gordon worked with Bank Street's President Jack
Niemeyer, who encouraged Gordon's moving on to visions and
ideas about what to to with the graduate school and with a
As "c onceptua lizer

program in supervision and administration.

and orchest1:ator" of the evolution of prog1:am development
ideas Gordon d~veloped traini11g programs,

led research studies

and published results with a host of people and contacts whom
he caused to come togethe1· .
He was an innovative program planner and enactor
even in his years as a doctora l

student and Coordinator of

Student Activities at the Uni \·ersi ty of \vi sconsin .

Then, as

now, he is not satisfied with completing one project, but is
always overlapping, moving on and on, branching out,

spiral -

ling, exploring .
Talking about the "magnificent" student personnel
administrative program at Wisconsin he says,
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I learned so much from them .. .. They had such a good
staff ... strong group dynamics.
deal.

I'd just listen,

I learned a great
The strong

absorb and do it.

group work emphasis helped me a great deal in my work .
to do it with another group.
leadership conference.*

I did my first student

It went pretty well.

The

second and third year I urged Kohler to sponsor it .
It is the casualness of the ''just" doing that is most amazing .
I asked how l,e had done that urging.
The President of t he University said to me,

" This man

wants to do some thing for the University."

I'd met the

executive and I talked to him abo~t it.

They had a

beautifully designed conference c erlter -- resort - like.
The Kohlers \,;ere \·ery conscious of the designed communit y.

The students were treated we l l, got good food;

responded to it .

t hey

I reme mbe r, they le t us dr ink beer

and there \,ere no problems as a r esult of this.
Gordon spoke about the Cultui:al Is l2-. nd Co ,1cept and his idea of
hav ing the group off campus for thre e days , to develop a sense
of community, to get away and be off by themselves .

\!aria -

tions on this way of worki ng have pervaded and continue to

*

National Student Leadership Conference, 1946.
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pervade whatever Gordon is trying to accomplish with his
students and learners.

Responding to the social and life

kinds of inv olvements which make a situation more pleasant but
also more productive is l1is deep conviction and forte .
He went on to say about those Wisconsin years, "I
worked like I do now

I had a nice apartment in Madison.

I served cheese, crackers, and sherry to students."
He had referred to a custom he had insti tuted
for s tud ents called Sundays at Home with the President,
and he mentioned some possible complica ti ons i n its planning
and the embarrassment that might ensue .

This led me to ask

him about his fears and anxieties in " just " do i ng.

Often the

impression I get is that these comple x ar r angeme n ts and
situations wer e effortless l y enacted.

Wha t h e answe red was

that " the anxiety and fear forc es me to do mo re p l ann ing ."
He spoke, still o f \--ii sco!1si n, du1· i.:g the period
when he was an Assi stant Dean.
there.

"I had some very fi n e students

One man became the h ead of K1·esge .

11

He had been

Gordon 's a ssistant at the University of Wiscon s in .
build this building.

"He helped

He g ave money to build the new Bank

Street building .... "
So emerges another theme, a hallmark carr ied through
from student days and much , much earlier a nd integral to every
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aspect of program development in which Gordon has been and is
involved:

his miraculously deft, adept ability to pursue, to

mtintain, and employ a vast and ongoing network.
Go rdon ' s ever - growing network of contacts and his
fund-raising abilities are very central and essential to much
of the program planning and development for which he has been
responsible.

I asked him how he amasses all these contacts

and how he maintains them, for he has kept up relationships
with high school mentors and their off-spring, with people in
public life from the period when his father was a minor public
figure in Mi 1 waukee, and from e\·ery other stage of his 1 i fe .
His answers are often so simple :

"I'd write him notes and

he'd respond.n
When I asked Lucy, who has watched and travelled
with and studied Gordon, how he makes these cont ac ts, she says
tha t he \,ill take down a ,1ame and "a ffiliation and will \,rite
a re sponse, send a note

01·

materials to the p e::son immediate ly,

including chance contacts ."
Everytime he goes anywhere and meets someone he eithe r
writes the pe1:s o n ' s name down and the affiliation down or
he take s thei1· card, when he i s out of this building . ..
and then when he gets back ... or when he's f lying back
on the airplane ... he'll sit there and he will start
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writing the note right away to the person ... or respond
or send materials.
He doesn ' t

let any ti me happen i n between ... . That

is so powerful with people .. . . I've never known him to let
one go by, including just chance contacts.
Everyone who knows Gordon is aware of his interest
in art, so wherever he goes he makes connections not only
with the program that he's there to do but with people
who are interested in the arts.
One way he does it is that he never omits the
follow - up details .... He us es t he telephone as an e x ten sion of himself -- he sta ys in touch .
In ter;ns of b1·inging students to the c ol lege ,
He has brought students he1:e , through hi s connections,
and as his students go out oi here, they bring students
like a trip l e kind of re c ruitme nt system.

He is able

to connect with casual inquiries in such a way that he
makes the person see that this is the place that is going
to help do something

he makes that person feel that

their needs are g oi ng to be taken care of here.
" He has presence and he is able to instil l
others."

it in

Dick Feldman describes watching Gordon at parties,
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moving through a room and making contacts, introducing people .
Everyone talked about the inordinate amount o f time he is
willing and able to spend with people and the way in which he
wraps professional and personal together.
As I spoke with Gordon about his own li fe,

I was

constantly interrupting (or squelching the urge to do so) and
asking him to backtrack.

"How did you know so and so? 11

"Where did you meet so and so? "

Each meeting, conference,

project, proposal was linked as a chain to some name or other .
Sitting in his office today for an hour, will more often than
not provide a glimpse of this intricately crocheted web .
Each person I interviewed spontaneously referred, ei t her
directly o r indirectly,

t o this outstanding quality .

It is a mark of Go ::cio:1 ' s u nique resourcefu l ness
and communications abilities that these contacts remain vital,
not merely amassed or h oa r d ed; t hey remain c urrent, able to be
drawn upon whether they are useful as source s of fund - raising
for Bank Street,
less tangible .

jobs for a student or colleague, or something
He has the ability to keep contacts easily

retrievable for the 1·ight monent and s ituation.
Gordon shares his position, shares his contacts.

He

does not use them for his own personal betterment or enhance ment and he could easily do that .
enormous expenditure of energy.
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Clearly this requires an

Mrs . Gilkeson said,

"He will extend himself end -

lessly for another person."
Dick Feldman spoke at length about his first working
experience with Gordon, planning and conducting the Chapel
Hill conference.

Gordon, he says, conceived and designed the

group almost as an advisement group design.

As Dick described

their work in plann i ng and carrying out this conference, he
spoke of Gordon's energy.
ing nine to nine . "

"Gordon is intolerant of not work -

Dick spoke also of Gordon's desire to

respond to the needs of the people.

He said that Gordon made

sure to know something personal about each attendee.
Dick went on to recall that period (1960's 1970 ' s):

"There was a ferment of ideas at Bank Street and

Gordon was a fermenter ... . Gordon is a forward thi!1ker.

11

Dick also spoke about a co lloquium in ear ly childhood, a uniqu e design organi.::ed by Gordon, f\lrs. Gi lkeson and
othe1·s.

"He (Go 1:don] would say,

'It's wonderful to bring all

these early childhood people together.
something else.

We need to hear about

Let' s see .... ' "

Kevin Brenn a n,

too,

remarked that to his perception ,

Gordon has always been a forward thinker, gaining a lot of
the resources that Bank S t reet had, obtaining funding from
Washington and el sewhere .
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Apparently, Gordon did not spend much time revelling
in his success, admiring his work.

It is the forward move -

ment, the new ideas, concepts and the crafting of them which
seems to satisfy, propel and be the driving need .
Lucy Burrows, too,

spoke about Gordon ' s desire to

learn and to enhance and thereby to provide others wi th learning and enhancement in each situation in which he participated.
She spoke about the summer institutes at Bank Street.

"Gordon

would always build in any number of people from outside to
come in and do a session or two.
firemen ."

We called them visiting

As an e xample, she recalled that a woman who was

famous in the geriatric field came to speak .

,;t the t i me,

Geriatrics was a brand - new area and there was some wondering
"In retrospect," says Lucy,

why Gordon had invited her.

"what Gordon was really making us do was consider the entire
lifespan.
selves . "

He wanted us to take the big view, to extend our These were areas and subjects where one n o nnally

would not have gone .

Even though a topic may have seemed far

out at the time [these visitors ] "shed ligh t on something that
might not just fit at the moment but was going to late1·
on . .. . He wanted it for his own lea1·ning and stimulation.
made connections.

He

He knew how co share learning .. .. He was

such a learner - - eve1·ythi ng was grist for the mi 11. " He
enhanced the situation he was in partly by bringi ng other
people in, par tly by saying,

"I just read a really good book. "
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[He wanted us] "to stretch that thing out ... [to tell us] don't
get caught in thinking that you can solve the problem of
how you teach disadvantaged children and youth in isolation.
That's your focus.but that it sets in a much larger framework."
When I interviewed Gordon,
thought impels him to the "idea."
predictable fo1· Gordon,

I asked him what he

His answer was, in a way,

"This idea - production, which is

something I think I do have . .. is one of the things ... I ' d
like to read more in the field of creativity and the evolving
of ideas, mental connections,
produce ideas . .. . "

facility with the need to

It was one of his few acknowledgments of

his talent, for Gordon does not easily give himself credi t.
Typically, his inclination is to read.

Listening to Mrs . Gilkeson speak about Gordon and
her work with him over the years presented co me a vivid
picture of the ferment and of the stirring up of ideas.
Her description was visce r al and alive and gave a:1 organic
sense of what,

ir:tellectually, went into all the planning, all

the development.

Continually, she described their work " ... as

what we enjoyed, v;hat we liked to do .. .. "

Sl1e spoke, of

course, about the many funding opportunities available in
the 1960's and of "thinking up the ideas and designs and
writing the grant proposals."
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She talked about herself and

Gordon working together:

pursuing ideas for quite some time,

not jumping to conclusions, reading the literature, books,
journals, reports and exchanging what they were reading about,
intertwining their ideas .

" We liked to think about what no

one was talking about then :

that sort of theory and practice

idea . .. if there is a theory about it, how do we get it into
reality?

This is what the people are li ke , this is what's

needed .... that whole process over and over again
something that we enjoyed doing."

was

Gordon is able to listen,

to extract what is important, to put that into words, and then
make it happen, to implement it.
He is a supporter of the kind of functioning that makes
something work .. : .He is creative in ways of getting
things done ... he has alot of energy.
not just think about the idea .

He does it ... does

He puts an endless amount

of effort and energy into making things happen that he
thinks are good ideas .
ordinarily competent.

He is very compet ent ... . extraWe were always amazed that at the

last minute he could invite ten pe ople to his house and
go home a half hot1r earlier and everyb ody would go and
have a good dinner.

None of the re s t of us could do it.

In a funny way it isn't v e ry hard for him ....
Mrs . Gilkes o n spoke about Gordon's initial position
at Bank Street, developing, with her, an active training
program for elementary school guidance counselors and of doing
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a group of institutes that "Gordon and I would be co-chairmen
of ....

11

She cited several of the grants that they had received

from Washington and ta l ked about the Colloquium on Early
Ch i ldhood and its extremely interesting des i gn .

Some summer

institutes and conferences were followed during the year by
Bank Street staff travelling to and observing programs.

I

asked if she thought that that program design, having a summer
institute and then travelling to observe programs during the
year, had been unusual at the time.

She said she thought it

was unique and
I

imagine a lot o f that was Gordon 's idea .... I perceive

Gordon as a person v,ho is very c reative in thinking
about what to do with the graduate student.
And again, talking about yet another program:

I think he 's got a lot of vision about the experiences
that one builds into a good program for adul ts .

He's

very creative and he believes i n it ... a!1d I believe in
it so we could pick ri ght up on it and go ahead .... A
large percentage of the i deas were Gordon's and the fact
that we both could then work it o ut . .. we got very good
action and implementation of ideas.

He was the one with

most of the creative ideas -- I think he was always far
more creative than I was about the action it takes to
put things into practice .
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I think he ' s a unique person.

And :
We had a lot of i11teraction that was fun for both of
us ... it was a challenge all the time to think of new
and different ways of doing things.

Lucy Burrows gave this vivid impression of this
period:
I'll give you a snapshot o f something I've only heard
about and didn't see with my eyes but it's sort of,
I don't even know if this is true,
myths that sort of grew up.

it's one of those

This was about the time when

Washington was corning up with the notion t ha t

Follow

Through ought to be invented or Gordon and Jack Niemeyer
and Ibby Gilkeson were com ing up with the n otion that it
ought to be i nve nte d .

I don't kno~ which way th e action

started . .. Now, over the time t hat I ' ve l1eard about how
that happened I've heard various stories of 110w it
actually got started, but t l1 is is one snapsh ot.
Someone said,

''Yo u k now, somebody, probably Ibby or

Jack, had a p la ce up in Cape Cod a11d Go rdon and Ibby and
Jack were going t o develop a pro ject to follow up on Head
Start .
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So my snapshot is Gordon and Ibby and Jack with
their shoes and socks off and their feet sort of down in
the sand sitting there talking with each other .. .. Now
that may be not how it started and the sand is not the
important thing .

The important thing about that is

however i t started we had - - this college had

a great

deal to do with shaping Follow Through and i t started in
a collaborative effort in which Gordon was a major piece
of the collaboration, but it didn't start in one person's
head.

My snapshot is that all the really impo rtant stuff

that \,'ent on during that period around here happened
co llabo ratively but Gordon was always in the picture.
[He had an] enormous ability to be there to help
shape the thing, but he knew that it was important to
have a lot of peop l e

a number of people -- in o n the

birth of the idea and he got his satisfactions out of
being the midwife, in some ways .

He didn ' t have to be in

on the single act of creatio11 ... that's very interesting .
I suspect that there i s a whole bunch of factors in
his life that made h i m understand from probably early
on how important it was to work together and n ot to do
it all by himself.
Lucy Burro ws ta l ked about the e volution of program
development ideas from her vantage point as a young educator
new to Bank Street.

She presented a vib rant picture .
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Another thing that Gordon 1s very skilled at and that I
learned a great deal from him about is program development .... He was a master in the 60 's and 70 ' s at thinking
about this college ... . Given the kind of money that became
available in great quantities ... he didn ' t

just go for the

money . .. (He considered] how does he take the resources
that existed here at the college ... how does he develop
programs so that we have access to that money without
completely skewing the mission of the college?

He wanted

to ensure that it stayed in touch with the children, that
people whose life work, which was with, for and about
chi ld1·en stayed central to the thing .... He was able to
keep us on track - - -.::o guide,

I think the word is.

She continues ,
We would come to him 1-:i th great notions about how the
money 1,ould be spent , sayin g we 1,ant
want to do that.

to do this, we

He'd ask all those questions which have

to be asked and then he wou l d say , '!Why don't you go talk
to

"

That would get other people i nto the

act and would start to modify what we wanted to do.

He

never said, "That's a too - far-out idea" o::: "Come back
with an i dea that makes more sense" .
talk to so and s 0 .

11
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He'd just say, "Go

Most striking to me and apparently most striking to
Lucy is the enormous use of collaboration which Gordon pro vokes, promot es, depends upon,

orchestrates and values.

It

is one of the o utstanding cha rac te ristics upon which he draws.
The collaborative style pervades his program planning, his
work with adults on leadership, his written publications and,
finally, his style of mentoring .
. . . I was watch i ng how Gordon caused the people he was
working with to write the book [in which Lucy had
written a chapte1· ] and then I saw that happen again and
again . . . how he really g o t people - - to use the vernacular
-- into gear to do something that needed to be done.

He

was ce!:tainly the leade1· and the guide but he did not
think he had to do i t all hi msel f . . . which was a tremendous
learning for me.

.::..lways before,

solitary profession.
by your s elf.

I thought writing was a

You really had to go off and d o it

He really made me understand that exciting

writing could come out of a collaboratio11 . . . talking to
people ... . In all these books that I later saw him estab lish, create .

. Gordon \,as the mentor, conceptualizer and

orchestrator .

He woul d get people together to do t heir

best thing withou t him feeling that he had t o have
ownership of the whole thing . . . . That was just so eyeopening to me.

There was a 1n·hole way of l oo king at

people .. . whereby you identi f y their strengths and say,
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"Go to it, use each other, use me, bu t the responsibility
is yours."

That is very, very fr ee ing for people and
"I know you

yet it was very demanding at the same time .
can do it.

Touch base when you need to."

Go do it.

repeatedly saw him doing that .

I

It wasn't just this

particular constellation of people that made that hap It wasn't that .... You could make it happen with

pen.

any number or combination.
As Lucy's and other's memories show, Gordon has
enormous insight into people .

His group building skills, a

process well - learned and practiced, are instrumental in
enhancing and orchestrating ideas and projects .
integrating and building upon his o~n skills.

He is always
He sees

people's needs and people's strengths, and is able,
uncannily and disarmi11gly,

sometimes

t o put people and their competencies

toegether, to put the task and the person together, to make
incredibly good matches.

11

Ee had cor:fidence about his ability

to do that and I think he d:d:1 ' t agoni:::e ove1· it. "
Dick Feldman explains,

"often a catalyst."

"He is ,"

This style and

these talents obviously give a 1,ide rang e 2.nd broad base to
program developme:1t and,

i,1cidentally or not so incidentall y,

t o personal and professional development for the individuals
involved.
11

\-Yhat he does that nobody else does,'' says Joan

Harrison, "is he gets students totally engaged in their work
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.. . a wide variety ... he can handle a course of two peop l e or
twenty - five people .

He can incorpo rate the experiences of

everyone in that group and use them to enrich the class . ... ''
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GROUPS AND ADULT LEARNING
The use of groups to facilitate adult learn ing is
t~e essence of Gordon's technique and success .

He uses the

group to get to the person, and t he person, t he individual, is
his primary concern :

the focus of learning in his role o f

teacher and leader .
Underlying his work is the belief that adults learn
best n ot in isolation from rest of their lives.

Dick Feldman

expressed his perceptions about this "concern for the individual" and about the environment being shaped through that
caring about the individual as being '' ... very clearly in
Gordon's head all the time ."
Mrs. Gilkeson, who has seen Gordon work with a vast
number of types of groups spoke in practical terms about his
ski 11 i n working with g1·oups:

II

.. he can get things to

move .. . he moves a group ve1·y we 11, very ,,;e 11 . 11

.~nd:

11

I

find him to be an extremely innovative and e~ficient person
about moving a group ... the woman in charge of instruction in
Cleveland thinks that Gordo:, i s t}:e 1:1cst bri ll iant pers on \,ith
a group she knows."
Remarkab l e to me is this adaptablity of Gordon's.
He has a finely -honed s k ill, but it is a skill that does not
lend itself to a pat formula .

Gordon is constantly re-working

and modifying theory with his intuitio n, his insight, his
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sensitivity -- applying those qualities to each situation.
He keeps this ability current , up - to - date -- adopting, adding,
trying new things.
He is able to create a climate in which members
Learning about one 1 s self and

feel free to be themselves.

others in the group is facilitated in this way; members are
most valuable, can give the most when they are most themse lves .

They can give least when they are kept in a role .

The extent to which people seem free to be themselves
appears to be highl y correlated with the trust level
existing in a group ... . \,'hen the trust le\·e l i s high . .
i nformation flo w is increased .

Crea ting a high trust

leve l seems to be facilitated when there is an increase
of awareness,

self- acceptance, acceptance of others,

and

of problem - cente 1· ing . "*
An example,

from my own field-work seminar, epi~omizes some of

what Gordon does with that trust.
people see John? 11

Gordon asks,

11

How do you

He and the g1·oup are constantly helping to

define roles by taking into consideration John's personal style
and needs in combination with his professional style and
strengths.

Alw ays,

there are leading questions like that,

guiding the group, using the group to help in the process of
perception.

*

From Gordon Klopf's papers.
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As we discussed Gordon's way of working and teaching, Esther Rosenfeld described her experiences and perceptions both as a student and as a course assistant in Gordon's
classes :

11

•••

simply \.,;onde::..-ful, the best kind of group dy -

nami cs, the most t::..·ust .

11

Over and over, ~hether he is developing a program,
writing a book , te ach ing a class or conducting a tra i ning
session, he is using the group to facilitate learning.

As

noted earlier, he also knows h ow to, and does, use settings in
a very conscious way to promote the group process.

\\'hatev er

he does relating to lear11ing and education is done via groups
and sha1·ing .
I had asked I,e\·in Brennan about Gordon's use of

sensitivity games in class groups .

We had been talking

about the early ' 70's, when sensitivity- related activities
were rampant .
What I saw happen in these g:·oups, in those sessions, was
an opening o f t he group and a b o nding o f the group which
couldn't have happened if he hadn't had those sensitivity
exe rcises to start with .

My sole criterion was whether

or not it worked -- a n d it worked .
These exercises had bee11 used as part of the group building
process in the Chase Project.
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His work with groups, as I have noted, cannot be
The following

separated from working with the adult learner.
are comments on and perceptions of his teaching:

You talk about child- centered education at Bank
Street ... well, one thing Gordon does there is to teach
child- centered

us as the children -- education ... the

education he ' s offered is for us .. . we still need that
base ....

11

(1984 field - work advisement group student)

The designs for Gordon's cou r ses are often so
seemingly simple,

so seemingly informal and seemingly loosely-

structured, but only to the inexperienced.

Ultimately, one

comes to know first - hand just how masterful these designs are,
how indelible a print they can mar::e on the pa1:ticipants' minds

Talking about the distinctive quality of his teaching sty l e , Joan Har r ison says :
I think of him as a fa c i li tato 1· and enable1· v;ho sort of
teaches by letti:1g people \,·atch and by exaq:ile .
It must be somet:1ing I can't define because I' \'e
never spoJ.-:en to anyo1-:.e \,·ho took that adult development
course with Gordon

\d10

didn't feel that in some way it

changed their lives ... so that perhaps the cr i ticism t hat
the re wasn ' t enough reading is shallow.
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[Earlier she had

spoken about wishing that he had pushed the intellectual
content more] ... I think it's him that's making the
course .... I didn't see the sophistication in the course
until afterwards .. . I thought,

11

Well, gee, this is a nice

lazy way to teach a course; you have a course assistant
and have the students present reports,

11

but there were

some qualities in him that pulled it all together and
made it work .... In retrospect,

I got more out of them

[Gordon's courses] than other courses at Bank Street
where you sit down and [someone] starts spewing informa tion and the1:e a1:e comprehensive reading lists . .. but
somehow the material doesn't get integrated with the
person and the p o int of education is to integrate the
material, not to read it . .. not to merely read it.
She continued to speak of working as his assistant:
When it came time to hand cut ::.he course e\'a l uat i ons he
once said,

11

\vhat d.:.fference does it ma ke \,hat you think

five minutes after the cour s e is over -- what's important
is what's a\·ailable si :--: mon t hs later or one year later."
Each of the people who had been students discussed
the courses that they had taken with Gordo n i n Supervision and
Administrati o n, but Di c k Feldman spoke about the relationship
built when doing training, as well that built in a classroom
situation:
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.. . how do you get to the personal, how do you get
to an experience that becomes very integ1·ated o r inte grating for the individual, related to the individual . .
how do you get them to not simply sit back and l isten .
how do you get them to lean forward, to get the grou p
that is with [him] invested in listening ... to make the
person feel supported?
. .. He knows how.

Some of that comes from sheer

performanc e -- he is a good per fo rmer.
through intriguing i deas.

Some of i t comes

A lot of it c omes from the

capacity to really listen . .. to listen very carefu l ly. "
The quality o~ conce2:n, so ope 1: ati\·e in the model
for child study, clearly o perate s as well as a model for
adults .
And a gain, when I asked Ke\·in B1-·enn an how he had
perceived Go1·don initially, in that first cl a ss, he responded :
.one who would encourage ~ree discussion . . . highly
inte l ligent, open , referred to the research and reading .
It was clear tha t Gordo n was no~ someone who had done
some studying years age and had stopped and relied on
that as the basi s of his reputation.

' ~- -,,..)

He [kept] current .

was a continual learner ... [he was] open t oo to anyone
else ' s insights ... He wasn't a per so n who would pa ss
judgment on the truth or falsity of the person's in sights.
(He wou ld] grant the student a personhood that was
so s eldom seen in education as far as I had seen before
on every level

it was so totally different -- it was

ju st overwhelming . .. . "
When I asked Kevin more about Gordon ' s teaching
style and Gordon's courses he ar-. s \,'ered simply that
I was pretty h i gh ly motivated but Gordon ' s courses and

gene ral interac tio n were grease fo1· the lightning . .. i t
was l ike good food ... I knei, th2.t I couldn't get a doctor ate here, but it v;as so good that I'd do it anyway .
He felt d1:a\,·n to the method, a ~in ship \,·it.h it.

He \,·ent on

to describe more specifically \,·hat t:he elements we1·e that
promoted t.hi s attra c tion:
He had a drama tic flair,
int e rest.

~hi ch gave his presentations

At times the discussions wei:e almost fiery.

He had a way of connecting with the individual by asking
pointed questi o ns.

. . His method stressed the irnpol:tance

of the individual .

. 1,;as individual - oriented .
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He would give an introduction, talk for a short
period of time giving some of the research, some of the
background of a situati o nal problem and then encourage
discus sion by asking questions of peopl e that may have
related to that person's situation or setting and disencouraging people to sit back and receive -- almost
forcing people to become participants in thei r own
learning.

In other words, it wasn't just theory .

Everything was directed to the reality of that particu l ar
student .
I asked what part the content and style of his
coursework with Gordon played in forming or crystallizing
Kevin's own goals, how it worked for h im .
It seemed as though Gordon ' s me thod , for me ... [se e med]
to be not so content - oriented as concept impo rt a nce - tot he - individual o ri e nted.

What I got from Gordon's

cou1·ses was the opportunit y ... the impetus to read a
variety of books and resea rc h on the subjects which
influen c ed my educational administrative goals at
the time ... which infl\.:enced my day - to -day situation.
read a tremendous amount at that time and applied the
read ings to my work ... it gave me great pleasure to
co1w.e ct what I had read \,'i th some of the aspects of
Gordon's sessions .
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Almost ten years later, Esther Rosenfeld, talking
abou t her first course as a non - matriculated student said,
" I fell in love ... with the cou rse, with the way he worked .
That whol e semester wa s a new experience for me .... "
In response to my asking about initial perceptions,
she recalled that she had observed qualities in his classroom
style and pre se nt ation that seemed , at times, paradoxical, but
that he would "then be so el o quent in discussion of some aspect
of adult development or staff development .. . about himself . . . and
reflect on that to a generali::ation . "
had thought,

She remarked that she

"lvha-c an inte!:esting person to· be all of these

things .... It always amazes me that that happens so rapidly in
the classroom."
These obse1·vations sen·e ::o describe and portray
specifics cf technique and of the resulti ng effect upon
students .
On anothe1·, and mo1·e theo !:e tical level, but putting
all of these feelings in a bro ade r educational context, fllrs.
Gilkeson sha1·ed her thoughts ( the

11

\,e" refers t o herself and

Gordon):
... what we ' ve always been interested in is the change
pre c ess.

You can put it down as gu idance, as administra -

tion if you want to, but it is -- How do you g et positive
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shift toward s the education of children or adults -- that
could go either way .

We like to be supporters of learn -

ing .... l'lhy that is so important to him I'm not su re .. . I
feel very dedicated to making learning take plac e ... be cause I put a high premium on the i mportance of learning
... and I th ink he does too.
In questioning her about what it was that she thought
Gordo n admired in her,

for he admires her enormously, one of

the things that she said was :
... I do wa nt to support other pe o ple, but I want to
support t hem through developing their inte lli gence
and their i~sights .. . I think that he thinks that t hat's
what I'm i:1terested in and he admires that .
And, as a student of Gordon's, it i s my strong
feeling that that is his guiding convic i tion as well .

Sup -

porting his great ne ed for continual le an1i n g is a !naj or
thru s t

in his own life .

has s erved h im well.

The at tempt t o sa ti sf y th 2.t

thirst

T1·ansmi tting 2.:1d ccmm1..11:icating the

excitement and fulfillment,

the g rowth that true learni:1g

provides is Gordon' s mi ssion as well.

As Nrs . Gilkeson s aid ,

"I perceive him as a specialist in adult learning . ...

11

SELF- PERCEPTION, MENTORING, LEADERSHIP
When I beg an talking informally to colleagues
about this project and then formally i 11te rviewing peop le, it
was assumed by the g re ater number tl1at the paper would focus
on mentoring, and perhaps, in the end, it has.

I did not feel

at all comfortable using that single term -- it seemed too
limiting, really , as a descriptor and too fashionable .
Esther Ro senfe ld suggested that I focus on '' a person
who has devoted his life to staff development and who chooses
to use the mentor,.'me nt ee relationship to help people assume
leadership roles."

All of .:hat is absolutely true .

clea rly an ac cu rate percepti o n of h er own case.

It was

Yet, there

have been many who hav e learned te c hniques, style and presence
and incorporated value s and beliefs as a r esult of interacting
with Gordon out side of a forn1al mentor/ mentee relationship.
Hundreds who have gained, more subtly pe rhap s .

To _ ignore that

fact does n ot g i ve the se pe ople or Gordon proper c redit.
None the less, having said th at and,

I hope, ha\.·ing

conveyed that emphati cally th roughout this narrative,

I will

focu~ now on both the uniqueness of that intimate variety of
relati onsh ip so commonly referred to as mentor / mentee and
on the various ways in whicl1 the pecple in te rviewed have
experienced the nature of that interaction .
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Some aspects were expressed by most :

that of

being ready to change, of learning from Gordon by watching him
work; of changes in self - concept,

self - perception; of shifts

in roles and o f moving through the various stages of the
mentoring re l ationship now so exactly described in this
relatively newly defined body of literature.
spoke about becoming mentors themsel ve s .

Some even

The style in which

each was mentored by Gordon or the way in which each person
responded to his attentions has not always been the same and,
refreshingly, not everyone used that spec ific word to describe
their relationship.

Some people volunteered that he is their

mentor; others expressed the fact \,hen I asked.
And then there is Nrs . Gilkeson, Gordon ' s own
mentor,

and certainly that is to be included here,

as the

effects of that relationship are an integral part of the
way in which Gordon functions now.
Dick Feldman,

Lucy Bt:1-ro\,s and :Ke,·in Brennan me t

and became invol,·ed with Gordon wi1en they were in their
twenties.

Esther Rosenfeld and J oan !-ian:i son enc o untered

him at a later stage in their lives and development .
too, met Mrs. Gi lkeson \,;hen he i,,.•as in his forties .

Go rdon,
To some

degree, the stage of life and the needs at each stage appear
to dictate and shape the tone and thrust of each involvement.
Intere stingly,

the two men, while speaki ng with

much warmth , admiration for and app re ciation of Gordon and
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declari ng that he was u n doubtedly a mentor, focused less on
the details o f t he mento ring relationship and of its prog res sion .

Perhaps that is a fu nction of t he l ong amou nt of ti me

t hat t hey've kno'v.·n Go1:don .

Ce r ta inly,

I do not want to get

side - tracked by speculating here on any gender issues.
As Lucy Bur r ows said, and it was the sense I got
repeate d ly :
You never have the feeling with Gordon that he made
you .

He keeps saying,

"Here are the possibilities .

Fi gure it out ... if you want to do i t do it .... He taught
u s how to tal k to each other to exp l o r e possibilities
rather than to cut off possibilities .
\vithout a cioubt, Gordon has his people, the o nes
h e chooses, for one ~eas o n or another pursue, to e nc o u rage,
to s t ay with.

\vith tho se people he begins to at tack th e

developmer:t of leade r ship .:..m:nedi ate 1 y.

With t~os e he be -

comes very act ively engag eci in explorin0, in p r obi n g the n ot i o n
of self - perception, f or he believes wholeheartedly and teaches
that your self-c o ncept has_ st r o ng i mpact and effect o n the
way others percei\·e you,

and t h at,

in tu rn, will a ffe ct

your worki ng relationships a1:d your work .

In fact,

is a basic vocabula ry word i n the Klopf process.
ing ly,

"perceive"

Interest -

I noticed that ~lrs . Gil ke son used th a t word a l o t

herself.

One begins to analy=e , to look at one ' s s elf and at
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the factors that have been influential in one's life, the
point at which one is now, how one sees one ' s self, how one
saw one's sel f,

listening to other people's feedback,

taking

all of one's being into account with careful, thoughtful
This process 1s on-going, it is the basis but it is

scrutiny .

not the exclusive approach used with the people on which he
chooses to focus.

It is his method.

However,

for those that

he works more closely with, the app1·oach is \'igorous,
not always smooth or si mple .

intense,

Always there is shifting,

e x amining , re - grouping and ,1ot too muc h chance fo r retreat
once begun.
Each of the previous sections cannot be separated
from Gordon's role as a teacilei: , :;1ento1·, leader - maker.

Be -

cause of that ii1tertv:ini:1g and because I think that one ' s
particular stage of adult de\·elopment is a crucial issue in
one's own view of me ntorin g ,

I am choosing to keep the integ-

rity of each perso:1 ' s feeli!!gs ab0ut hov.· they le arned from
Gordon intact by quoting them extensively.
Lu cy does not di sct.:ss mento;.: ir1g , pe 1· se .

It 1,;as

my decision to include much of what she talked about unde r
this heading.

She v.·as .:ul 2. of specific ane cdo tes that not

only revealed Gordon's modus opera ndi, but incidentally gave,
I felt , some privileged glimpses of Bank Street history.
that reason I could not b e a r to exclude very much of her
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For

depiction .

In addition,

the sense that many people had of

Gordon teaching by letting people watch him work, seems

.

particularly well - captured by Lucy ' s discus s ion.
I just watched him so much .

I analyzed him all the time,

partly because he' s a fascinating person, partly to try
to figure out \,·hy he was doing [things] ... what were all
the pieces of this, the pieces that you couldn't see?
I was not uncritical of Gordon ... God knows .... Go rdo n
knows .

I did!1't think that Gordon had figured out

everything.

0:1 the othe 1· hand,

he ' d figured out so much

that it was certainly wo rthy o f study.
In the outline I had submitted for my Independent
Study, the interviewees were l isted along wi th their roles,
as I saw them, in relationship with Go1:don.
Burrows i t

said, " collaborator ·col l eague . "

said " stude nt . "

Next to Lode ma
Beside others it

This is how Lucy opened our in"Cerview :

First of all, I want to say that even though I'm not
listed as a student of Gordon's,
Gordon's.

I feel like a student of

He ,,a s c e1·tainly influential in my choice of a

Master' s Degree program, steering me toward counseling
rather t han teac~er educatio n .... If I had been left to
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my own devi ce s -- I've reali zed many times after that how
format i v e that was for me . It was an insight that he had
into me that I couldn't even a ppre c iate unti l it was
we ll - done and all over.

I th ink that probably a lot of

pe opl e can t~ink of thing s whe r e Go r don has been intui tive about their n eeds whe n t hey didn't e v en k now their
needs.

Th at ' s one of his stre ngths.

11

She continued:
I think about mys elf as a s tude n t of Go rdon ' s in the
sense tha t

I'v e wat ched him ov e1: t he years and t1:ied

c o n sc i ously to le arn f 1·om him . .. tried to figure out what
he was do ing , so that even though I wasn't taki ng course s
from him ... in fact,

I ne\·e r did take a course from

h im . . . I did s e e h i r.: as a t e ache!..· all the way,

and i n many

ca s es, a mentor .
.:'.1.nd again,

" There are just :nany people around here who fe el

that way."
Lu c y wa s especially s J.:: illful at gi\·i ng specific
e x amp l es, anecdotes to i llust r ate a point o r a p ri nc ip le,
\veavi ng al l the t ime the e \·en ts with her pe1·son, her l ea ::ning,
her evolving of s elf - concept.

The re s ults of this ca reful

anal yt ic wat c l1ing were baldy evident in li s ten i ng to Lucy
s p eak .

She had i11 fact fi gu red out quite a lot and transpos ed
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i t into her own experience, it seems.

Says Lucy of the period

when she first came to Bank Street it was

11

•••

when Gordon was becoming Dean of the College.
Dean .

11

at the point
He was not yet

:

I thought,

"Oh,

I 1 11 just do this [ research project)

and then I'll go back to teaching."

Another thing that

h e was able to d o with a lot of people was say, "okay,
you've done this kind o f thing, wl1at ' s your next step,
what do you really wan t to try next?"
say,

Then he would

"Somebody's loo king for someone who has some of

the skills that you have or you coul d go talk to someone
and learn wh at th ey 're doing."
doors like that \,·it:1ou t
door.

He was always opening

so1:t cf sho\· i ng you o ut the

He had that way o f making things happen for you

[that] you didn't really understand how it was happening ... at least I didn't . . . . Tha t was exc iting.
Another thing that :i: lea ::ned f r om him and that he
did and he still does, but it \,·as certa.:..n ly news to me,
he was a great belie\·e1:

i;1

tal-zing people pl ace s that

they've never been and opening their eyes to totally new
experiences.
The first time I saw this , he took a whole bunch of
u s, who were just becoming a team (on this research
proj ect) and he carted us all off to the Princeton Inn,
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of all places .

Now I'm sure he had some reason for

taking us to Princeton.

I mean, he had a reason for

taking himself to Princeton and he happened to just cart
all of us along.

Right now,

I can't even remember what

the prima ry reason was, but what he was also doing was
getting us together .. . I think t his was over a weekend or
over a few d ays .. . getting us away from our regular work
situa t ion to where we almost had to be a team .

i'le

had to

depend totally on each other in order to produce whatever
it was we were supposed to produce, whereas,

if we had

been back at our home base ... there are always \,·ays to
finesse that ... .
It forced us to 1·elate t o each other differently and
all of us to relate to him differently and to support him
in whatever it was he was doing ... and to become mo re
pro=essional, really, because we v:ere ou t of our own
setting ... i t made us r -2: or·essional very fast.

Ive were

all youngste1·s a:1d we weren ' t te2.Ti:.Jly p1·ofessional in
what he wa:1t:ed us to c o,

in th is \,:1ole 1:esearch business .

Lucy continued about profes sio nalism, recalling an incident
whi ch occurred wl1il e she was typing up labels for somethi n g .
I kept spell i ng 'curriculum' wrong and he said to
me :

11

Yo 1.:

k.!1 0 \,,

if you' re going to do a professional

job, there are certain things you have to lea rn,
you have to spell curriculum right ."
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like

That sounds l ike

sych a simple kind cf thing, but he was so matter of - fact about it.
say,

11

I realized that it's not enough to

I have trouble with wot·ds like 'curriculum' and just

bungle my way through it .

I really did have to just

get some things accurate .

It wasn't any more a question

of sl i d ing through o r using ch arm or whatever coping
mechanisms I ' d developed .
any mo1·e .

They weren't going to work

I might as we ll just face that in that

instance and many, many others,
together .

I'd better get my act

It was so refreshing to just have someone

say it out front,
able to do it .

in the nic es t ~ay,

so that I was

That was the neat thing about ho~

Gordon could do that .

Those are the tiny little kinds o f

things that are really formati ve to people .

I ' \·e s een

him do it over and over again ~i th students and fac ulty
here at the college, ~here one 's good enough is not good
enough

th e best is 1,,·hat' s needed and he really pushes

people to get it and i s able to be c le2.r \,· i th them .
She spoke more about his abi lit y to put people together :
... Either be e a use they ha\·e co1::plementary ski 11 s and
together they ' re goi n g to be n:uc1, st1·01,ge r tha!1 if
they were by themselves or because he h as fe rreted out
interests or competencies that people don ' t

talk about

and, therefore, he sees that there are matches that no
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one else would ever have a clue about .
was Provost/ Dean he'd say,

All the time he

"go talk to - -- -- - - "and

pretty soon you're working together on some project
and it was just that little clue, where he isn ' t
"Oh,

saying,

I' 11 call a meeting and get you all together . "

That's very skillful .

Not that he didn't call meetings.

He got us together working on projects that we resisted
somewhat.
Lucy talked about Go rdon getting the Dean's Grant
for PL 94 - 142 [the federal law also titled the Education of
Al l Handicapped Children .; ct enacted in 1975j to help the
entire College in their own staff developme11t to learn about
handicapped people.

She spoke, too, about the fact that

fifteen years ago there was little awareness and much re sis tence.

Bank Street members had \·isi ted a hospital . ·school

\,'hose patients were seriously damaged c1:ildren .
Gordon understood that \,·e,

staff and fact l ty, ·n eeded

tim~ to sort out our own. feelings about that ar:d he
suppo1·ted that ... making the group small enough so that
we could really talk about the exper ience.

It was

really v ery i~teresti ng how he did that.
And yet another vignette,

laden \,·i th insight:

There are any nurr:ber of examples I can think. of [ with ]
Gordon as the person who you had the sense was really
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taking care of your interests . .. in ways that didn't
become apparent right way.
She related that prior to goi n g on sabbatical,
Director of Teacher Education,

she had been

and that chairs were usually

rotated so that
When I came back from sabbatical,

I d i dn ' t have a

clue about what it was I wanted to come back to ... I
had real l y not explored that e x cept I thought I' d
probably begin working i11 Supervision and Administrati on
because the Chairs of Teac her Education that I had
followed had all do:1e that and it made sense .

The

summe r that I was finishing my sabbatical I got a
letter from Gordon telli;,g me .. . \,e' re go ing to be in
Puerto Rico at the end of August and I want you to join
us ... no e xplanation of who u s was or what it wa s about . .
he just said,

"we' ll be l1ere fo !.· a week,

for a week . "

He gave me

2.!1

sec!.·etary and t ell her 1,,;hat

just plan t o stay

c1dd!.·ess and said,

cal 1 my

plane you'll be on " and th at

was it .. . I was enjoying my sabbatical r i ght
after Labor Day,

11

tip

till

I thought, and here 1,,as this note .. . but

I knew that Go!.·don ciidn ' t

say those things l ightly . .

it must mean something and I thought 'well,

I ' ve never

been to Puerto Rico -- let ' s see \,'hat it's all about .
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I asked, incredulous, if she was willing.
By this time, goodness,
that ac l eas t

Her 1·esponse :

I knew hi m well enough to know

it would be interesting, even if it didn't

turn out to be anything ... that I could trust that he had
one 's best interests in mind .

So I went to Puerto Rico .

What we were doing there was a week- long staff
development project with a community - based organization
in Ponce, to help their staff under stand the implications
of PL 94 - 142 and to do something about . .. ra i sing their
consciousness,

really, about handicapped kids

that's

an enormous task for five days -- with a very interesting
multi - level staff whicl1 went all the way from the bus
dri ,:ers and j a:,i tors in the p1·og1· am to the directo r of
the community - based organization and everybod y in between .
There were about fifty people and we were supposed to
work with the ent ire staff,

in small and la rge group

meetings anc we \.;ere to \.;erk in Engl ish and Spanish t o
sort of produce all of this out of a hat.

Finall y, when

I got there he exp la ined to me ... I was there really as a
participant- observer but mos t l y as an observe r a nd t hat
was about a l l he told me e x cept tl1at

11

since you are an

observer you should really keep notes ... t hat y ou shou l d
try -- as we are seeing wh e t her or not we are going to be
able to formulate a program with this community-based
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organization -- you should try to keep a j ournal or
record of what th ey' re talking about ."

So I thought,

"I can manage that ."
Throughout ou r conversation, Lucy frequently referred to ex ample s pe rtaining to e xperiences in Puerto Ri co, which remains
a continuing connection .
At the same time, sort of in the middle of this week, one
e vening, he said,

" Oh, we ' \·e been i n vite d to go to the

Un ive r si ty and meet a part of the faculty ... and have
supper with them a~1d ta l k with them, " and that ' s about
all he sa i d .

He didn't say,

"Ive' re go.i:ng to g o down and

see if we can devel o p a program ."

So we (the Bank Street

te am) al 1 pi le into three cars and we dri \·e over the
mountains and go .::rom Ponce to !lla yague::::: and we go into
this wonderful sort of small elegant hotel and sit do~n
on the verand a and meet the representatives of the
faculty of the University of Pue rte ::::.ico at !l!ayaguez and
have a couple of d r ink s a!,d ta ll.z ar:d then g o in a!,d h ave
dinner with them anci sit and talk \,i t h the m for the
e vening . .. very low key,

sharing ideas,

re ally were Gordon ' s leading questions.

listening to what
He turned out

to be engaging them i n the ir o wn needs assessment in
terms of what they needed as a college faculty who had
been doing teacher education with re g ular educators ... to
prepare regular educators to teach special children, but
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he was getting them just to think what they would need
in terms of training.

By the time the evening was over,

it was very clear to me that Gordon had just made up a
program [laughter] -- had gotten them to make up a
program -- to define their own needs and that Gordon was
saying,

"These are some of the ways the people from Bank

Street can help you ."
saying,

Then I saw, Aha, he was really

" if \-;e I re going to work in one program in Puerto

Rico, we probably should work in anothe r program too ... if
we're going to have an effect on Puerto Rican education
for special kids, we better ha\·e an island - wide approach.
Later I found out that he had had another group of people
down before we came to talk v,i t}1 the Secretary of
Education a:1d his stand about Boa1·d of Education is l and wide planning .

So , al l of this was not accidental, but .

he arranged the situation so that we could be ourselves
and we could say the k i nds o: t!1ings that we knew we
could do and could be helpful without putting ourselves
and the College on the line by saying we h·ere g o ing to
deliver any kind of go o ds ... but we could enter into.
right from the beginni:1g . . . ~ process cf designing a
program to really meet their needs.
They were the specialists i :1 their o\\·n area and we
could co ll aborate with them and because of this very
low key kind of introduction, there wasn't the usual kind
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11

of selling ... that you go through a lot of times in
program deve lopme nt when you 're trying to get a p ropo sa l.

This detailed account is a clear example of one of the ways in
which Gordon uses settings.
I really didn't understand that he was inv iting me to one
of the greatest adventures of my life ... i t was abso lutely
incredible that he could open the door so casually to
something that was a very,

very powerful experience for

me ... but the door swung both ways . .. I didn't have to go
tlu:ough i t .

He was saying,

"Here's a week . . . lool-.:.: around,

checl-.:.: i t out , see if these are people you ' d like to work
with . "

He didn't say any oft.his explicitly .

just there.
it'

This was

All I knew was if Got·don says 'come and do

you'd better keep your eyes a :1d ea1:s open and see

what it's all about and fi gure it out .
I couldn ' t help but interrupt Lucy to remarl-.:.: that I was always
so struck by Gordon's great adaptabil i t y to situations and to
content.
education.

I n this example, he ~as n ot an expert in special
But he concentrates, reads,

expert, he is not just a catalys t .

li s tens and becomes an

In response she agreed,

. .. you had t!1e feeling that everything you did . .. you
felt he \,·as learning so much along \,·i th you,

as you were

learning it, yet i t was perfectly legitima te f o r him to
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take the leadership in it at the time ... he was always
very generous in sharing what he was learning . . . that was
part of the fun of being around him ... he was such a
learner.

E\·e r ything was grist for the mi 11 with Go1:don.

11

You ' ve known him in so many different capacities,
how has the relationship changed?
This is an amazing thing about Bank Street ... that this
(Lucy recently becoming Dean of the Graduate School]
can happen is just incredible to me, but it's not only
incredible that I'm experiencing it -- it's incredible
that I've seen it happen before, so I know that it can
happen.

I think th a t one thing that makes it possible is

Gordon ' s willingness to take people at very beginning
stages in as colleagues.

At some point during the first

couple of years that I knew Gordon I felt like a col league because he set up the condi tions for me to feel
like a colleague ... I didn't know how to do all that.

On

the one hand, he supported my lea rning in so many dif ferent ways, and, on the other hand, he valued the
contributions that I was able to make ... the assumption
was that I was t here because I had contributions to
make ... but I was so aware of how much I needed to know . "
A good example is t h is chapter in the book . . . where
he supported me by making available to me,
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I don ' t know

how many people as consultants on that chapter ... I can
even remember once sitting in a little tiny hotel room.
it was so small it was like being in someone's closet ...
the bed just about fit in, there was no chair, no place
to sit, so here two of us were sitting on a bed ... this
was some 'visiting fireman'

that Gordon was causing to

pass through ... and he had read my chapter on the plane,
flying in and had all kinds of comments and ideas about
it wl1ich set me off in such new directions in thinking
how I was going to focus that chapter.
that this man was very good at that .
that and put me i n touch with him .

I later found out
Now Gordon knew

He read my chapter

very generously and made other suggestions, and then took
off whereVer he was going and .. . I never really even got
to see him a g ain .. . that was enormous support but it was
done with the knowledge that there was something there to
support.

So you felt l ike you could be a colleague even

as you were being a learner.

That's a tremendous skill.

As to shifts in roles:
Because he could enact that, he also could allow himself,
since we were colleagues, to be a good colleague.

In the

sense that when he was doing those things, he was clearly
my boss but he was still operating out of a collegial
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framework.

On the other hand, although I must say I

still think of him very much as a Dean, he goes out of
his way,

I think, to keep me informed about things that

he doesn ' t e\·en have to keep me informed about.
that ' s being a colleague.

But

It's not j us t because I ' m the

quote boss now, it's because that's our relationship . . . we
tell each other stuff .

Not just stuff that you think

th at person needs to know but sharing o the r s tuf f,
which is either interesting or personal .

too,

As you know ...

he's always sending you stuff to read that he thinks you
might be interested in .
fr om ,

Where Gordon gets all this stuf f

I don't know ... He's not o nly on every mailing l ist,

I guess, that has anything to do with education or the
surrounding territory in the world, which keeps him
enormou sly informed, but son~eho.,,· he manages to get
through a great deal of it.
The inte1·esting thing though, with Go1·do.1,

is that

you always have the fe eli ag that he ' s j ust as interested
in t~e person as he is in the ideas, and he' s just as
inte re sted in the ideas , as he i s in the person .

It goes

both ways.

Joan Harrison began her Supervision and Administration studies in the mid - seventies with Bank Street's New
Rochelle field - work group .
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We (Gordon and Joan] had long discussions about, "Is this
the way to start a program?" because my sense was that
you take one or two courses first .

He was savvy enough

and interesting enough to convince me that it was as good
as any other way and he was right.
esting things about education .

He said some inter-

So I began to respect him

as someone who knows his bus ines s .
When I asked about her initial perc epti ons of Gordon
and of his teaching style :
The way he operated was incredib le .

I thought,

"Boy,

I'd

like to take a course f r om this guy i n time-management,"
because he was always doing several things at the same
time .

Educ at ional administ1-·ation wa s a field that I was

very much trying to learn.

I sort of had the feeling

that I was wa tching a pro and I still have that sense .
I think of him as a facili tator and enabler who sort
of teaches by letting people wat ch and by example.
Joan spoke about t he point in he r o wn adult development which brought her to Bank Street and to Gordon.

She had

started a new job and wanted more skills for it.
I appraoched him in a state of searchi n g .
academic junkie.

I needed skills.

counseling in this job .
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I ' m mostly an

There was a lot of

I was very much changing .
career had gone.
family.

I didn ' t know where my

I'd stayed home about ten years with my

My aspirations really weren't very high .

Gordon

re all y yanked them out of me.
Later in the conversation:
I was exactly at that point when one could use a mento r,
those times of change and vulnerability and questi on ing
and wondering . . ..
All of us who have taken Gordon's course in adult
development have come across Erik Erikson's stat ement,
'' . .. crisis at any age does not necessarily connote a threat of
catastrophe but rather a turning point, a crucia l period of
increased vulnerabi l ity and heightened potential . "

She went

on to talk a bit about her past academic background and
credentials and how thei1· acquisition us ed the l eft side of
the brain.
In this job (as Assistant Dean oi Studies a t Sarah
Lawrence] I began t o se n se there was something more than
tha t ... and Gordon changed my perception of myself and
that changed my perceptior, of my job ."
I asked if s he was able to put i nto words how he did
that, h ow he changed her se lf - perception .
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Yeah . .. he really nagged me alot.

He would say my

horizons weren't h i gh enough ... . He'd start yelling at me
about someday being a college president.
I think that that's true of Bank Street . .. that it
educates the right side of the brain probably more than
any other formal insti tution that I've been connected
with.
Joan went on to relate that the year she took the
course in Adult Development was the year that Daniel Levi nson ' s
book, Season's of a Man's Life, had just come out (Fall, 1978) .
Sh e descri bed a cl1art she had made which related some of the
premises of the book to women.
From this Gordon concluded that I could con cep tualiz e.
He said, "You should write to Levinson with these find ings.

11

I said,

"I don't take myself seriously ."

She went on to re cal l the back and fort h discussion and
Gordon's conclusions that she could both conceptual i ze (the
chart) and teach (he had had her go ove r the chart with th e
class one night) .
. . . I forget when the nagging began but he does it for
everybody.

He said, "You ' ve got to get a doctorate ...

you ' ve got to drop the periphera l projects and do the
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central ones that are going to get you up the ladder in
academia."

At the time,

anyplace in academia.
have the interest,

I figured,

"I' m not going to go

I don't have the talent,

I don't

I don ' t have the inclination and I

don't have the drive" ... and that changed with Gordon.

He

started the snowball and then the snowball picks up more
snow as it goes.
I remember, whenever I would see him (at Bank
Street],

I'd be wearing jeans .

like that.

I could tell he didn't

He thought I should take myself more seri-

ously as an Assistant Dean ... He ne\·er s-aid anything to me
overtly, but every time I came in, he'd take me around
and introduce me to some really important people.
figured,

11

I

I can ' t come in he1·e in jeans and meet this

woman from \vashington 1,-;ho' s a college president."

So I

began coming in more fonnally and bette1· p1·epared and
leaving mo1·2 time for what \•;as ostensibly a ten - minute
advisee conference.
sitting and talking .

.:;,,nd then, at o ne point, \,·e were just
It ' s odd,

I really began to get a

physical tingling and I figured "there's rea l ly something
different about this re l ationshi p .
mentoring me .

For God's sake, he's

I have a mentor. "

I'd never had a mentor at any time in my li fe and
I'd never thought about it.
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In ret1·ospect,

I realized

that people had reached out and offered to be my mentor,
but I had never picked up on it .
I asked Joan what the critical difference was.
First of all, he stayed at it l o nger.

Other people would

make an invitation once or twice and if I didn't pick up
on it they'd say,
let you go.

11

The hell with it ,

11

but Gordon doesn't

I saw him regularly and he would be very

specific and give me reasons why he thought I should be
doing all these things ... so there is that kind of intensity.
I asked her what were, in her mind, the active
factors contributing to the type of relatio nsh ip she and
Gordon had, and how that 1·ela tionship had evol\·ed.

She spoke

about some personality compatability and about his straight forward, non - jargony talk not frightening people off .
I was close enough to being ready for it ... I was begin ning to take myself se~:iously, but not al l t hat seriously
in this job ... I was in my mid - forties ... was beginning to
overcome all the socialization women ...
When I asked if she thought that Gordon sniffs that re adi ness
her r esponse was to say that she didn't know if he '' sniffs it
out or he j ust assumes it's there i n e v eryb ody and starts
shaking the bush and sees wh at falls out."
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One of the ways that Gordon teaches, which is extraordinary , is by letting people watch him work .
that for me and I do that now.

He's modelled

I would hear him talking

on the phone ~nd someone would come in and he'd start a
three - way conversation .
I think he ' s always trying to get everybody to
stretch and I think it serves him well, too .
I asked, what do you think he gains from you?
He ' s seen me rise and have a greater sen se of myself -have more confidence in myself in doing certa i n things
he must know that that in large part is due to him .
We do exchange ideas.

He taps into my sources.

was a totally rel iable cours e assistant .

I

In class, it

surprised me to hear that he was saying n,y things as if
they were gospel .
. I just became a me nto~ this year and I just get
enormous psychic rewards seeing a protegee grow, so I
imagine he l i kes that . ... You know, Gordon likes classy
things .

I remember once I said I was the administrator

of a small liberal arts sch o ol and he said,

" Wait a

mi nu te , this i s the Associate Dean of Studies at Sarah
Lawrence College."

He likes things l ike that.
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We began discussing mentoring informally and, of
course, Gordon doesn ' t

let any grass grow under his feet,

so he said, "Let's give a New Perspectives course in
mentoring," . . . which to me was out of the blue.
More recently, they have worked together on a
mentoring pamphlet and on a mentoring course given at Bank
Street.

Joan described how, for her, it was a way of studying

their relationship, that she was very curious about what had
happened to her.

She also went on to ta l k, insightfully,

about the stages of a mentoring relationship, as had Dick
Feldman, Kevin Brennan and Esther Rosenfeld and about how
those shifts had manifested themselves in her own relationship, how adjustments are made, how difficulties are overcome .
She and others referred to the way a child moves from infancy
through to adoles ce nce and finally to adu l thood .
how the relationship progresses.

In short,

Since this i s not a paper on

mentoring, my foc us and interest are on how Go rdo11 gets that
ball rolling, how he actually enables people to move .
J oan continues:
This is typica l of Go rdon:

he sent .::,.lvarado [ a fo rmer

student] a copy of the Mentorin g pamph l et .
cited the pamphlet in a speech .

Alvarado

Gordon sent Alvarado a

bunch of regi s tr ation f orms for the workshop, Alvarado
sent a representative to the course,
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she liked it .

Sometimes he's called me up in the last few years
for advice or just to talk things through .

The first

time he did it I was uncomfortable and the sec ond time
he did it I was able to take myself seriously enough and
realize that this is the way it should be.

Kevin, too, had spoken about being included early
on in a lot of Gordon ' s interactions, in the i nner circle .

He

said that he had emulated a lot of Gordon ' s style and technique and incorpor ated it into his own professional l ife and
that Gordon,

in turn, h ad recognized a nd capitalized on the

particu la r areas in which Ke\·in had expertise .
As we· talked about the shifts in the relati onshi p,
he said that there were times of less interaction when
11

you learn a lesson 2.nd then yo\.t go out and do i t.

11

Ke vin, Dick and Esther had each, i n one way o r
another spoken about the se progressive shifts in the rel at ion ship:

of the creati o n of mutual respect, of the level of

mentoring changing, cf the g r adual approaching of
ing,

11

as Dick terme d it .

II

co - mento1· -

All conveyed, i n one way o r another,

that the tie remained strong, that they kept com ing back .
11

It ' s always important for me to hear what l1e h as to say" was

the way Esther e xpre ssed this.
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Of the people I interviewed, Esther's relationshi p
is the newest.

She came to Bank Street in January, 1980.

One

might suppose that her observations would be very different
from those made by someone who ' s known Gordon for twenty
years.

It amazed me that, without any input on my part,

certain skills and qualities of Gordon's were described
repeatedly by the majority of people interviewed.

These are

skills often based on the use of intuition and insigh t

and do

not lend themselves easily to duplication .
Esther stated:
One of the tl1ings that happens ,,i th Go rdon,

and I've

11ever understood why, really, is that he puts an enormous
amount of faith and trust i:1 so1:,ebody and says,
do this,

"You can

you can do this job, you can ha\· e this respons-

ibi lity, '' and i t always interested me .. . how he makes that
decision about a pers on.

\vhat are his clues?

understood what his clues are.

I've neve r

But, nevertheless, he

do es that, and, of cotu·se, what the pe1·son does is rise
to that challenge.

And you do it ."

She went on :
He also throws you into relationships with people .
says,

He

"You ough t to ta l k to that person," and before you
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know it, you've been introduced and he leaves and there
you are .
In fact,
with Esther .
Street .
else .

that is exactly how I came to be speaking

I had an a p pointment to in t erview Gordon at Bank

Esther was the r e spe aking to him about someth ing
He set up the situation, he forged the connection and

he did, in fact,

then leave .

I had a feeling that everything t hat he did was in
Now I don ' t want that to sound

the way of model l ing .

superficial because it wasn't.
position of leadership .

He trained me to assume a

It's so much a part of him that

he doesn't even think about it anymore, but I t h ink it
comes from that base of 1·ole- modelling .

It was wonderful .

Esther continued tal king about the oppo rtunit.ies
he had created that enabled her to draw upo11, use and develop
skills s he was previously unaware she possessed.

She spoke

about being taken into a confidential relationship.
I began to see that the1:e were things I ce1:tainly could
do, that I hadn't e\Te,1 tho,:ght about being anything in
the realm of pos sibility :o r me and so I no longer saw it
as flattery, but I saw i t as a working relationship,
indeed,

that

I cou ld do these things ... it was a :r:ecogni tion

and that felt good.

It felt much better than the flat -
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It was more real to me and the way that he would

tery.

share his self, his position .. . that was the other wonderful thing ....
. . . and the enormous amount of learning you go
through .. . a new concept of self, the fact that I had not
had any opportunity to do [certain things] before,

I was

doing and things then developed at the College that I was
beginning to be involved i n that came from that relationship .. .. One thing that he al ways encouraged me to do,
he always said to me was,

"You never turn anything down.

You always go for the i n te rview.

Have the experience and

then see ... don't select yourself out . "
When my new position became available and I was
aksed to apply for it, Gordon was the first person that I
spoke to about it.

I spoke t o him many times about this

and that was always very helpful.

I'm here today because

I need from him again .. .. I need to redefine some things
for . myself .

So that mentor relationship is still there.

I t' s not quite the teacher - student thing anymore

it's

more now of a peer than it was be fo re, but not yet, not
yet ....
At another point,

she said:

I don't know ... it's a kind of a mysti f ying or mystical
thing that happens . .. [there's a] different aura, a
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different perception of yourself, that 's not coincidence.
When you begin to look at yourself differently, you
redefine who you are .

Other things become possible.

I ne ver saw myself as a leade r of a school.
"Whose idea was that? " I asked.
It was not my idea . . . . I was asked to apply for this job.
It was the ide a of the people who worked with me at the
Le2.rning Center.
He was angry with me that it wasn't my idea, that I
didn't see myself in tha t way.

He was very angry with me

and I felt that I v:as letting him down .
He would love fo~: me,

I think, to continue o n .. . .

She had s p ok en e a rlier about how nourishing it was
for someone to "believe in you tha t 1,;ay, " and to "be so
responsive to you."
I am now doing that with teachers on my staff ... enabl ing tl:em t o achie\•e ... for thei1· soul .
with another teache1· 0,1 ray staff.
that about herself b efo re.

[I am doing t hat]

She had never thought

Together we sat a nd discussed

it and I could hea1· Gordo :1 i,1 my \·oice .
He has had a profound influence on my pro fessional
deve lopment, but I was ready,
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I was really ready, not to

be frightened off, to take the responsibility, to put all
of my fears i11 a little satchel over my shoulder and
continue ... Yes.
She spoke about the " people like myself, like
yourself, who he has reached out to and encouraged."
I really felt that I was growing.

Not only was I

_growing, but t here were tangible results that were
happening from that growth.
I noted,

"So all of this has really happened in

four years?"
Yeah .... ( ~elighted, amazed,

laughter] ... Yeah .

It does not take long for a student of Gordon's
to learn from h i m abou t El i=abe th Gilkeson.
proud to relate that s he is his me ntor :
affection are clear .

He is quick and

hi s admiration and

Anyone 1,-;ho has taken several courses

with Gordon gets used to hearing Mrs . Gilkeson referred
to and quo t ed often.

Understandably, he holds her in high

esteem .
So, ~h at surpr ised and struck me almost i mmediately
as I spo k e with Mrs . Gilkeson was h ow totally reciprocal this
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feeling seems to be .

Apparen tl y, Mrs. Gilkeson's initial

impressions of Gordon over twenty years ago have be e n reaf firmed over these years .
she wa s at Bank Street,

At that time, in t he early 1960s,
in charge of Children's P rograms

and Chairman of the Guidance Program, while Gordon wa s at
Teacher's Co lle ge.
Guidance Conference.

Their meeti ng was at a New York State
Gordon ' s vers i on of their meeting and

Mrs. Gilkeson's vary slightly .

However, Mrs . Gil k eson ' s

impressions seem solid.
What I noticed about him 1,,;as , and I ' ve noticed it many
times since -- I thi nk it i s a pattern; is that he really
di dn't say anything, make any comments, at the conference.

He is a very good l is tener .... Near the end of the

conf erence he made a ~ery ins ightful and ana l ytic stat ement about wha t happe n ed and \,'here the meeting was .
That impressed me. "
She goes o n to say that
I was impre ssed with the way he could sort through t he
unnecessary stuff a nd come up with the kernel of what was
most i mporta:1t that was happening there a,1d put it into
words.

I nterestingly enough,

about fi v e years ago, he

went down to Wash ing t o n and did the same thing down
there .

I wa s talk ing to a person who'd been at th i s

conference and who s ai d that they were very g l ad he could
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come .

I always found that this is what he did at a

conference.

That 's what he'd done there -- listened and

pulled it t o gether.
Gordon says that he was speaking at a conference
at Colgate and that Mrs. Gilkeson heard h im speak at this
invitational conference for about sixty people.
We were supposed to take a walk around t he campus.
It was a very rainy and cold afternoon so we went into
the lounge and stoo d by the f irepl a ce and had a drink .
1-"~e got to talking ... I guess I sat at dinner with her ...
she asked me if I wanted a ride back.

She asked me,

I

guess, on the trip, if I thought I might be interested in
coming to Bank Street som etime.

I got a cal l

t hat next

week from Mr . Niemever asking would I come and ta l k with
him.

He invited me to be associate to the Pres i dent,

worki;1g with t he g uida nce program.

I came half time in

January ( I had a c o ntra c t at Teache2:s Col lege).

The nex t

Fall I became Dean of Facult ies at Bank Street .

Two

years later they added U:e title of P::.·o\·ost .
taught guidance cou r ses .

At f irst I

I taught the fir st course i n

administration, a staff development course .
In response to my attempts to g et at the roots
of this relationship, the chemical source, Gordon responded
that there was a:
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mutual respect.

We would talk and think a lot alike and

sort of work together .. . . When there's a good in fo rmal ...
you know,

taking Alan Ladd's theory of '' friends make the

organization go . . . "
Mrs. Gilkeson vividly and movingly portrays a unique,
vibrant intellectual relationship that has endured,

seemingly

with the same intensity, over more than twenty years.

The

sense of a team is striking and impressive.
I had asked Mrs. Gilkeson what she thought Gordon
admired about her.

"He ag::.-ees with me theoretically, but we

work well together.

I!

She did go

" to speak of their

O"

mutual dedication to learning and
I certainly was his mentor.
department.

I was the Chairman of the

I [ introduced] him to the whole world of

psychanalysis [in guidance] .

He lea1·ned to ad.ct a lo t of

my background to what he a lready had.
increased his learning,

I think that I

just i~direct l y,

just li ke he

ir~creased mine ... but I thin).;. there \,as a w1,ole area he
might never have gotte11 involved with i f it hadn't been
for working h e re.

I ~hink he might ha\·e con-cinued to

work well at Teache r' s College.
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[We] perceived each other as the person who'll put
in new ideas, but also stimulate each other ... consult
with each other .
Everytime I get stuck with a person or an idea or
something, I'l l call him and he'll call me f or a l ot 6f
th ings.
Simply stated, she said that they had been a course
for each other in adult development.
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IN CONCLUSION
My heart has been full, writing this .

I have been

touched and moved over and over as I re - hear the tapes and
re - read my notes .

I have felt warm peals of laughter rise up

inside, as I listened to these stories and anecdotes -they' ve become so familiar to me by now and still they inspire
a lovely mix of feeling and thought that can only come when
wisdom and insight are revealed with humor in the ordinary
words of the perceiver .
\vhat I unde r stand now is that many specific qualities
can be described in words, a reader can construct a picture,
an image may even be conveyed .
capture.

The essence is harde1: to

It ii for each persc11 to savor, reflect upon and to

incorporate, to move on with .. ..
Gordon enjoys people and needs people.
strength .

That is his

As with each of us there hav e bee n pe1:iods in his

life during which he has had t o adjust to diffi c ult circumstances and he has found very creati\·e solutions in response
to those adjustments .

That i s the heart of it -- the Gordon

that emerges in situation after situation .
One can see the strengths that have come from his
struggles .

As I spoke with people about this,

I expressed the

feeling that I had had listening to Gordo11 speak about his
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early life -- that one is touched by and senses the fact th at
despite fears, despite conflicts, despite struggles, Gordon
moves on, he acts and he does this in consort with people.
Inherent in all of this is yet another and most profound model
for each of us.
We see, through him, for he does not hide his
vulnerabilities, how one may synthesize "all of the factors
involved in life choic es and the development of one's profes siona l and life competencies . "*

How one may, in fact,

remain authentic, advocating an integrated life fo r adults as
well as for children .

*

From Gordon's papers .
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Education
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7/1966 - 6/1969
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2/1964-6/1965
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5/1954 - 9/1954

United States Department of State, Japan and
India , Educational Specialist .

9/1 951 - 1/1959

State University of New York, Buffalo,
Dean of Students: Professor of Education .

7/1950-8/1951

United S t ates Depa rtment of State , Tokyo , Japan ,
Educational Specialist.

7/1948- 7/1950

University of Wisconsin,
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Assista nt Dean.

7/1947 - 6/1948

University of Wisconsi~ ,
Graduate Fellow.

9/1941-6/1947

h'ayne State University, Detroit , Michigan,
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2.
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GORDON J. KLOPF
III .

Occupational
Experience.
1/1939- 2/1941

I V.

Burlington Public Schools, Burlington, Wisconsi n
English and Language Ar ts Teacher; Counselor .

Consultant
1982

Consultant, Institute for Educational Le adershi p ,
Washinc;ton, D. C.

1982

Consulta nt, Institute for Educational Leadersh ip ,
New York , N. Y.

1982

Evaluator , College of Human Resources , Univer s i t y
of Delaware, Newark, Delaware.

1981

Consulta nt , The Princ i pal Center , Graduate School
of Educa tion, Harvard Un iversity , Cambridge , Mass .

1979-

Consultant , Fall River Public Schools , Fall River ,
Massachusetts

1978

Consultant, Universi ty of Puerto Rico,
f~yag uez, Puerto Rico.

1978

Visiting Scholar sponsored by the Government of
Sweden; visited schools, co l leges, and programs
fo r children and f~~i lies .

1976 - 82

Consultant , National Foundation, Marc h of Dimes.

1974

Guest of Empress of Iran ; reviewed and studied
school s and teacher t raining .
Consultant , Mendoza Foundation,
Caracas, Venezuela

1974-1975

Consultant , Monroe Public Schoo ls ,
Monroe , Louisiana

1 973

Scholarship and Gr an ts Reviewer, American
Scandinanvia n Foundat ion, New York .

1 973

Consultan t, Un iversity of Wi scon s in,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin .

1 972 - 73

Consult~nt , ~ohl Foundation, Evanston, Illinois.

1 9.72 -

Conducted sa~inars for educat i onal administrators
in Richmond , Virginia ; San Franc i sco , California;
Stamford , Connecticut; Honolu lu , Hawaii; Dayton ,
Ohio ; Denv er , Colorado; Wic hita, Kansas; Santa Fe,
Ne w t•exico ; Yakima , Was hington ; Charlestown, v7est
Virginia ; Wilmington , De laware ; Pittsburgh and

')
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Consultant

1972-

Harrisburg, Pa.; Kansas Ci t y, Missouri; Oakland,
Ca l i for nia; Panam a City, Florida; New Haven,
Connecticut; ~tlanta, Ceorgia; Dallas, Texas;
Cleveland , Ohip; Fall River, Massac husetts; Grafton ,
West Virginia; Oak Ridge , Tennessee.

1972-1975

Consu 1 tan t, ~'/omen 's Resource Center, Yv-lCA ,
New York, New York

1972-1975

Conducted three study tours focused on leadership
in English Primary school s ,

1972 - 1981

Consul tant and Re vi e wer,
National Follow Through Program
U.S . Office of Education,
H . E.'ti.

1972-1973

Consultant, UNICEF, New York.

1971-1975

Adjunct Professor , Union Graduate Schoo l,
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

1971-1974

Consultant, Board of Education, Honolu lu, Hawaii,

1971-1972

Consultant , Harborfields School Di strict ,
New York

1971- 1972

Cons ultan t, De partment oE Education,
ll.merican University, Washington, D.C.

1970-1971

Consultant, Boa r d o f Education, Cleveland, Ohio .

1 970-

Cons ul ta nt, Centro de Orientacion y Servicios,
Ponce , Puerto Ri co.

1969-1971

Advi sory Editor, Ch i ldren ' s Encyc loped ia,
Encyclopedia Britannica , Chicago, Illinois .

1969- 1970

Consultant, Board of Ed ucation ,
Los Ange les, Cal i fo rnia.

1968- 1974

Cons ult un t, Comm is s ion for Hi gher Education,
State o f Co n nect icu t , Hartford, Connec ticu t .

1 968 -1 9 70

Consul:..:ar.t, St2. t c De partment o f Education,
Albany, t : e •:1 York.

1967 -1971 a nd
1978-1979 1 981 - 82

Consultant, I nd e p endent School District ,
Dallas , Texas .

1967-1969

Con sultar.t, National Defense Education Act ,
Institutes fo r Disadvantaged Children & Youth,
Follow Throug h Prog ram.
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Consultant (Cont' d )
1%5-1969

Consultan t , the Department of Instruction
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

19fo-1966

Consultant, Texas Ment al Health State
Association.

1964-

Consultant, United States Office of Education,
Washington, D.C.

1963-1973

Consultant, Institute for Early Childhood,
Dallas, Texas.

1963-1968

Consultant, Austin College, Sherman, Texas

1962-1970

Consultant and Examiner, Board of Examiners,
Board of Education, New York City.

1961-1~71

Consultant, Curber Associates, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Organization M0nherships
and Positions
1·980 -

Member, Board of Directors, Brooklyn
Children's Museum, Brooklyn, N. Y.

19 79-

Secretary, National Organization, Advisory
Council for Chi l dren, New York, N. Y.

1978-81

Member , AACTE Commission on Programs and
Projects.

1981-

N. G. O. De l egate to the U.N., Organisati on
Mondiale pour l' Education Prescolaire.

1978-80

Commissioner,
Internationa l
person, Human
Arts, Health ,

1978-

Member , MCTE, Human Servic e s
Education Task Force.

197 7-79

U. S .A. Cha irperson, \-iorking Committee, International (C"N) Year of the Child, 1979, U.S.
Committee for UNICEF .

1976-81

Member , Board of Directors, U.S . Committee for
UNICEF; Chairperson, Education Corranittee,
Member, Executive Comm ittee, Chairperson,
t~ominating Committee.

1976-

Member, Corporation , U.S. Committee fo r UNICEF.

U.S. Presidential Commission on
Year of the Child, 1979; ChairServices Committee (Education ,
Religion & t he Professions).
&

Teacher
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Organization Memberships
and Positions
(Cont ' d)
1971-1972

Member , Advisory Board of t he Society for
the Prevention of Drug Addiction.

1969 - 1972

Member, Board of Directors, Midlands Developmental Pre-Schoo l, New York, New York.

1969-1971

Member, Fami l y Life Advisory Corranittee of
the Public Affairs Committee, I nc.

1969

Chairperson, Association for Supervision
and curric ulum Development carousel of
New Modes of Staff Development at ASCD
Conference.

1 968-1970

Member , Panel of Consultants for State
Grants Program (EPDA), Bureau of Educational
Per sonnel Developmen t , U. S. Office of
Education.

1967 - 1969

Member , Association for Supervis ion and
Curric ulum Development, Commissi on on
Problems of Supervisors and Curriculum
Workers.

1966-1 967

Chairma n, Follow Through National Advisory
Committee , United States Offi ce of Educat ion ,
Washington , D.C .

1963- 1967

Member, National YMCA Program Board
Chairman, Comm ittee on Cou nseling.

1962- 1965

Chairman, Self - Evaluation Study, 1962-63;
Progrc1..rn Chairman, Annual Conference , 1 963;
Chairman of the Commission on the Professional
Preparation of Student Personnel Workers ,
1964-65, American Co llege Personnel Associatio~

1960- 1963

Member, International Re lations Committee ,
American Personnel and Guidance Associ ation.

1960-1962

Member, Education Committee, Urban League
of Greater New York.

1 957 - 1959

EXecutive Committee , Member Council of
Co:-:-_·:n..::-iity Se.rv i ces to I nternatio:.al Visitors,
\·.'ashing t on , D. C.

1956-1959

Pres i dent, Buffalo World Hospitality
Association .

1 956 -1958

Vice President, 1956-7 ; President, 1 9 57 - 8,
Western New York Personnel and Gu i dance
Association.
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Organization Memberships
and Positio ns (Cont ' d)
1955- 1965

Program Chairman, 1955; Vice President,
1955-57; Chairman, Prof essional Development
and Research Comnittee, 1956-63; Program
Chairman, 1964 - 65, New York State Deans
Association.

1953- 19:,4

Assistant Coordinator, 1953 , and Coordinator,
1954, American Personnel and Guidance
Association Annual Convention.

1952- 1956

Member, Board of Director , Neighborhood
House, Buffalo, New York.

1949- 1951

Chairman, Advisory Council, U. S . Student
Association .

1949-1951

Chairma·n , Wisconsin State Council on
l".'orld Affairs .

Memberships
American Personnel and Guidance Association
National Association of Elementary
School Principals
Association for Hig her Education
Nationa l Association for the Education of
Young Children
National Soc iety for the Study of Education
American College Personne l Association
American Association of Unive rsi ty Pro fessor ~
Assoc iation for Supervi s ion and Curriculum
Development
Phi Delta Kappa
The Japan Soc ie ty
The As ia Society
Musewn of Mode rn Art
/.letropo litan Museum of Art
American Civil Liberties Union
World Council for Curriculwn and Instruction
Assoc i ation of Teacher Educators
Comm ittee f or the South Fork
Mun ic i pa l Art Society
Coo:)er - Hewitt Museum
Mu seurn of Ci ty of New York
Bronx Botan i cal Gardens
Organisation Mondiale pour l ' Educati on
Prescolaire
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Publications
The Princ ipal and S t aff Development in the School: with a special focus on
the role of the Principal in Mainstreaming. Bank Street Col lege, 1975,
revised 1979.
Education Before Five. Co-Editor a nd Contributor, U.S. Office_of Education
and Bank Street College, 1977.
Role, Functions , and Competencies of the Elementary School Principal as an
Educational Leader. New York: Ban k S t reet Co ll ege , 1974.
Journal of Research and Development in Educat ion. " Leadership Roles in
Educational Innovation." Guest Editor. New York: Univers ity of Georgia,
Spring, 1972 , Vol. 5, No . 3.
A Learning Team: Teacher and Auxiliary . A study for the U.S. Off ice of
Education. New York : Bank Stree t College, 1 969 . (With Garda Bowman and
Adena Joy). Revised 1 970 and 1972.
Human Services and Teacher Education.
A brochure for t h e American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C. May, 1979.
Encyclopedia Britannica for Children .
Britannica , Inc. 1970 .

Advisory Editor , U. S . A.: Encyclopedia

Early Childhood Education Director , first e dition. Member, Editorial Advisory
Board. New York and London : R.R . Bowker Co ., 1971.
New Careers and Roles in the American School . A r epor t of a study fo r t h e
U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. New York : Bank Street College . Phase
One Report, 1967: Phase Two (Final) Report, 1968 . (with Garda Bowman) .
College Student Personnel Work in the Years Ahead . Editor.
Series No. 7, A.~erican College Per sonnel Association, 1966 .
Perspectives o n Learning .
Enco unter and Dialogue.
Education , 1965.

Edi tor .

Student Personne l

Mental Hea l th Material s Center , April, 1 966.

Ed i tor , Albany , New York: State Department of

The Role and Preparation of the Counselor in New York State.

Chairman a nd

Editor . New York State Department of Education and Joint Committee on New York
Sta t e Associa tion of Deans and Guidance Personnel ad Ne w York State Counselors
Association, 1963 ; reviesed , 1965 .
Focus on the Indivudal.

New York : As sociation Press , 1964 .

Integration in the Urban School. Editor. New York: Teachers College , Columbia
University, Bureau of Publicatio ns, 1963 .
Interns in Guidance: A New Dimension in Counselor Education. New York:
Teachers College . Columbia University Bureau of Publications, 1963.
(with Carolyn Hewson , Virg inia Love, Richard CUmmere, and Robert Merritt.)
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Publications (Cont'd)
Operational Studies in Guidance . Editor .
Deans and Guidance Personnel, 1962 .

New York State Association of

College Student Government. Harper and Brothers , 1960; Korean Edition,
U. S. Department of State, 1961.
Student Leadership and Government in Higher Education.
Association, 1947. Revised, 1954.
Planning Student Activities in the High Schools.
1950; Japanese Edition, 1954.
Group Leadership.

National Student

University of Wisconsin,

Tokyo, Japan: Ministry of Education, 1952.

Developing Group Leadership .

University of Wisconsin, 1948.

Co- Author
Co- Author

"Human Services and Teacher Education, " American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education, April 1979 .

Co-Author

"A Statement of Competencies," Superintendents and Education of
the Handicapped . Bank Street College, May, 1980.

Co-Author

"Superintendents ' Recommendations Concerning PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 ," Bank Street
College , May , 1980.

Co-Author

" The Practice of the Profession of Education in Diverse Settings, "
American Assocation of Col leges for Teacher Educa tion, June , 1980.

Co- Author

"New York City School Superintendents' Recommendates Related to
Implementation of PL 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped
Childr en Act of 1975," Bank Street College, September, 1981 .

Co- Author

"The School Principal and Specia l Education: Basic F u nctions for
Princ ipal s Who Have Special Education Programs i n Their Schools
With Competencies Needed to Perform the Role," Bank Street College ,
September , 1982.

Co- Author

."i-{entoring,"

Bank Street College, 1982.

List excludes journ~l articles, papers, yearbook sections, and chapters of
reading collections.
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Teaching and Leadership
Activities
Taught courses in speech and various aspects of education, including
guidance, . supervision, independent schools, middle schools, administration,
management, human development, staff development, learning theory, instruction,
group process, the arts and humanities in education. Advised masters and
doctoral candidates with their dissertations.
Served as director of short and long term training projects and institutes for teachers of disadvantaged, supervisors and leadership personnel
for early childhood ·programs, counselors, principals, Follow Through Leadership personnel, state education officers, organizational program officers,
superintendents, arts and humanities projects officers, special education institutes and parenthood conferences .
Conducted studies concerning the role of the school counselor, training
teachers of the disadvantaged, student participation in school government,
training for school leaders, the role of paraprofessionals in schools, the
training of paraprofessionals for schools, the developmental characteristics
of adult learners, the arts and humanities in education, training of teaching
and leadership personnel in special education, human services administration,
training of principals, and role of school superintendents.
Active in c ommunity cultural affairs and civic projects.

